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In a way, every year is a ‘dream year’ at 
Adventure Canada. Visiting the planet’s 
great wild places; guiding guests on voyages 
of discovery; experiencing culture, nature, 
and wildlife at their most glorious.

But this coming year, 2017, is our thirtieth 
anniversary and Canada’s 150th birthday. 
We've been working on a number of special 
projects that will highlight and celebrate 
these histories amidst some of Canada's 

most spectacular and important locations. 

While celebrating our own thirtieth birthday, we’ll be ushering 
in a new and exciting partnership with the World Wildlife 
Fund Canada—who are celebrating their fiftieth! Aboard our 
Arctic Safari, we'll host special wwf-Canada guests, local 
representatives, and researchers for in-depth discussions on 
the challenges, successes, and conservation work specific to the 
Arctic. This joint endeavour will honour incredible landscapes, 
and the resilience of all living beings in the Arctic.

We are excited for our friends at Nikon Canada, too: they are 
celebrating a hundred years of brilliant photography in 2017! 
Photography is at the heart of the work we do. The pilot program 
we launched together last season—to put Nikon cameras and 
lenses in the hands of eager photographers aboard—will be 
even bigger and better this year. We’re thrilled that our Nikon 
ambassadors will be aboard to help people get the most of the 
incredible images they’ll be capturing throughout every one of 
our sailings.

Parks Canada also joins us as a new partner this year—and 
could there be a better opportunity than Canada’s 150th to 
embrace and enjoy our most distant parks? Our Out of the 
Northwest Passage and Greenland & Wild Labrador itineraries 
will have unparalleled access to some of the world’s most 
remote protected places, the true jewels in the crown of our 
national parks system. Indeed, throughout the season, we’ll be 
visiting too many parks and national historic sites to list— 
running the gamut from Red Bay Basque Whaling Station 
in Labrador, to Sable Island off the coast of Nova Scotia, to 
Saguenay-Saint Lawrence Marine Park and more. 

There's so much to celebrate, and so many great new places to 
see; so many friendships to form, and so many life-changing 
experiences to share. It's truly a dream year: our thirtieth 
season promises to be our most adventurous yet.

Join us in raising our glasses together as we celebrate Canada 
amid the spectacular wildlife and cultures of the North—and 
perhaps Canada Day in the Magdalen Islands?

Cedar Swan 
Adventure Canada ceo

HELLO, ADVENTURERS!



© Dennis Minty
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Travelling with Adventure Canada is an experience 
unlike any other—and not just because of our incredible 
destinations.  We pride ourselves on providing an 
immersive cultural experience both aboard and ashore.

Our shipboard programming is fun and educational.  
We host presentations, debates, and workshops in multiple 
state-of-the-art lecture spaces to provide perspective and 
understanding; our expedition staff—experts in their 
respective fields—are approachable, available on deck, and 
always on shore during excursions. Staff and passengers 
dine together for lively, informative conversations; we 
believe laughter should be a part of every experience.

A unique mix of learning, entertainment, and humour is 
integral to the Adventure Canada ethos—evening concerts, 
trivia nights, theme dinners, and dances are par for the 
course . Hiking, wildlife viewing, historic sites, community 
visits, and Zodiac cruising are regular activities. Engaging 
presentations and hands-on activities are offered each day; 

these range from photography and printmaking workshops 
to examinations of archaeological sites and current events. 
You choose activities that are best suited to your abilities 
and interests.

Our close relationships with local people in the regions we 
visit set us apart. Adventure Canada has a proud history 
of working with communities, hiring locally, and ensuring 
our vision of tourism is a sustainable one. We are grateful 
to work alongside so many talented individuals and have 
them invite us into their home territories.  In turn, we are 
proud to invite community members on board to enjoy 
the hospitality of the Ocean Endeavour while sharing their 
stories and experiences with us.

Fun and casual, rugged yet comfortable—Adventure 
Canada’s expedition cruises are true voyages of discovery.

THE ADVENTURE 
CANADA EXPERIENCE 

2015 WINNER

© Scott Forsyth
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Adventure Canada’s team travels to some of the world’s 
wildest, most remote destinations. Polar bear sightings, 
Zodiacs zipping between waves, and towering icebergs are 
all in a day’s work. Time and time again, it is our intrepid 
team of resource specialists that makes our expeditions so 
special. We fly the majority of our staff members in for each 
voyage—this ensures that we have region-specific experts 
aboard who are as excited to be there as you are!

We are authors and painters; we are archaeologists 
and filmmakers. We are musicians and geologists and 
anthropologists and marine biologists. We are  
birdwatchers and songwriters, photographers and hunters, 
culturalists, philosophers, politicians, meteorologists, 
sculptors, historians, sailors, and swimmers of sub-zero 
water. We hail from far and wide, and we are luminary 
minds in our respective fields. Above all, we share in a deep 
love for discovery. For learning. For exploration and growth. 
And we are family.

OUR RESOURCE SPECIALISTS

© Andre Gallant
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Adventure Canada is known for our dynamic and accomplished special 
guests and resource staff from Canada and beyond. Our sailings showcase 
musicians, authors, biologists, historians, artists, and most specialties in 
between.

2017 RESOURCE STAFF 
& SPECIAL GUESTS

JASON 
EDMUNDS
EXPEDITION 
LEADER

MATTHEW 
JAMES 
BRADLEY-SWAN
EXPEDITION 
LEADER

JILL 
HEINERTH 
UNDERWATER 
EXPLORER

SCOTT 
FORSYTH 
PHOTOGRAPHER

MARGARET 
ATWOOD
AUTHOR

THE ONCE  
MUSICIANS

DR. MARK 
MALLORY  
ORNITHOLOGIST 
AND CANADA 
RESEARCH CHAIR

EDNA ELIAS 
CULTURALIST 
AND FORMER 
COMMISSIONER 
OF NUNAVUT

JOSH 
QAUMARIAQ
MUSICIAN

LES STROUD
AUTHOR / 
FILMMAKER

KEN 
MCGOOGAN
AUTHOR / 
HISTORIAN

DON RUSSELL
ARTIST

© Janis Parker
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The Explorers Club is an 
international multidisciplinary 
professional society dedicated to 
the advancement of field research 
and the preservation of exploratory 
instinct. Adventure Canada is 
proud to be the Explorers Club’s 
exclusive polar provider, and 

delighted to welcome notable explorers aboard 
each of our expeditions, including the youths from 
our joint Young Explorer program.

BETTER TOGETHER Adventure Canada 
is a proud partner, 
sponsor, and supporter 
of the Students on 
Ice Foundation (soi), 
an award-winning 

organization offering transformative educational 
expeditions for youth in the Arctic. Adventure Canada 
shares soi's pioneering vision of the polar regions as 
the world’s greatest classrooms. Adventure Canada 
works with soi to support Inuit students through the 
scholarship program and by providing vessels for 
Arctic expeditions. 

The Inuit Heritage Trust (iht) is dedicated to the 
preservation, enrichment, and protection of Inuit 
heritage and identity embodied in Nunavut's 
archaeological sites, ethnographic resources, 
and traditional place names. Together, the iht 
and Adventure Canada have fostered a mentee 
program for Inuit youth who wish to pursue 
archaeology as a profession. Our program aims to 
improve interpretation techniques, create better 
understanding and handling of the evolving Arctic 
tourism industry within an archaeological-historical 
context, and expand cultural sharing aboard select 
expeditions.

For the past thirty years, Adventure 
Canada has worked to form strong 
partnerships with like-minded 
organizations to help further the 
knowledge, community infrastructure, 
and cultural development in the regions 
that we visit. Here are some of the 
organizations that we are proud to call 
friends. We look forward to sharing their 
work with you.
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The Walrus Foundation—publisher of  
The Walrus magazine—has a long-
standing partnership with Adventure 
Canada that presents award-winning 
Canadian journalism about some of 
Canada’s most environmentally and 
culturally important regions, while 
also helping to fuel a vital conversation 
about the role of Canadians in the 
natural world. Join members of The 

Walrus Foundation aboard our Sable Island expedition 
in 2017.

Children are the future stewards 
of their land. Project North equips 
them with the tools and resources 
needed to enjoy their youth, be 
active, and develop a strong sense 
of community through play, sport, 
and education. Adventure Canada 
is proud to partner with this not-
for-profit organization dedicated to 

improving the lives of children in the Canadian North; 
through donations of sporting equipment and support 
for social initiatives, we work together to support bright 
futures for young people and their communities. Project 
North has delivered $800,000 of sporting equipment 
to twenty-two Inuit communities to date and co-
sponsored the Stanley Cup’s polar tour in 2015 and 
2016. Adventure Canada has proudly participated in a 
number of deliveries; Nain, Makkovik and Kimmirut to 
name a few.

Tradition & Transition is a 
research partnership between 
the Nunatsiavut Government 
and Memorial University of 
Newfoundland. Conceived of 
and constructed as a dialogue 

between traditional knowledge and academic enquiry, 
the partnership seeks to understand the values that 
have shaped Labrador Inuit culture, in order to inform 
a progressive and grounded Indigenous society in 
twenty-first century Nunatsiavut. Adventure Canada 
is proud to assist in spreading this knowledge by 
providing logistical, monetary, and manpower support 
to the Tradition and Transition team.

© Dennis Minty 8



Adventure Canada is proud to partner with Parks Canada 
in celebration of our thirtieth year—and Canada’s 
sesquicentennial—to present two incredible expeditions. 
Together, we will embark on unprecedented voyages of 
discovery to some of the nation’s most remote national 
parks—at Qausuittuq National Park, we will be the first-ever 
expedition vessel to visit. 

On our Out of the Northwest Passage voyage, we will be 
lucky enough to visit not just Qausuittuq, but also Sirmilik 
and Auyuittuq National Parks. Parks Canada has also 
offered us a rare opportunity to experience the hms Erebus 
National Historic Site. Here, we will have the chance to 
interact with their underwater archaeology team—while 

they are working! A live feed means we will be witnessing 
new discoveries and receive interpretation as it unfolds.

Those joining our Greenland and Wild Labrador expedition 
will have the opportunity to experience four significant 
national parks. The Torngat Mountains National Park is the 
first and only national park in Canada to be staffed 
completely by Inuit. We'll honour this monumental 
achievement while hiking and exploring the deep fjords 
with Inuit hosts. At Akami-Uapishk-KakKasuak-Mealy 

OUR PARTNERSHIP WITH PARKS CANADA

© Mike Beedell
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Mountains National Park Reserve, we'll visit the famed 
Wonderstrands, a fifty-six-kilometre stretch of stunning 
sand beaches. After nearly fifty years of lobbying, this 
national treasure is Canada's 46th national park, managed 
by the Innu Nation, the Nunatsiavut Government, 
NunatuKavut Community Council, and the Innu of Quebec.

As we sail south to Newfoundland, we'll visit L'Anse aux 
Meadows—one of Canada's most important National 
Historic sites and the only authenticated Viking settlement 
in North America. 

The marine and terrestrially rich area of Newman Sound 
is home to Newfoundland's first National Park, Terra Nova. 
In 1957, four hundred square kilometres were set aside to 
protect an array of sheltered inlets, islands, headlands, 
ponds, forests, and bogs. The team here is actively involved 
in conservation and restoration programs through the  
Ecological Integrity Monitoring program. We'll learn about 
this and have the opportunity experience some of Terra 
Nova's five ecosystems. 

Parks Canada’s conservation mandate is strongly aligned 
with our own. It is a privilege to work together to represent 

the power of Canada's natural environment—a compelling 
force which has shaped not only the geography of this 
country, but also the course of its history people.

Join us as we celebrate Canada’s 150th birthday with visits to 
some of the country's most spectacular wild spaces. 

OUR FEATURED PARKS CANADA GUESTS 

KAREN PETKAU 
PARKS CANADA

OUT OF THE NORTHWEST PASSAGE

MARTIN LOUGHEED
PARKS CANADA

GREENLAND & WILD LABRADOR

30YEARS

30YEARS
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Since 1967, wwf-Canada has played a 
significant role in conserving vital land, 
freshwater, and coastal ecosystems. 
Adventure Canada is proud to join with 
wwf-Canada to present the 2017 Arctic 
Safari voyage in celebration of wwf's 
50th anniversary, Adventure Canada's 30th 

anniversary, and Canada’s 150th anniversary.

The vast Arctic is a place of desolate beauty, where 
majestic icebergs drift on azure seas, where stars gleam 
in clear night skies, where magnificent creatures roam 
free—polar bears, narwhal, belugas, muskoxen, and 
dozens of bird species. 

The Arctic is now one of the greatest conservation 
challenges of our time, and wwf-Canada is playing a key 
role in securing a healthy future for this unique region.

The wwf-Canada Arctic Safari 2017 will take you on 
a journey deep into the home of iconic wildlife and 
the remote communities of Inuit. Your experience will 
be enhanced by expert guests—including acclaimed 
National Geographic husband-and-wife photographers 
David Doubilet and Jennifer Hayes; award-winning author 
Alanna Mitchell, author of Sea Sick: The Global Ocean in 
Crisis and co-author of Franklin’s Lost Ship; and a team 
of wildlife experts. Join us and see for yourself how wwf-
Canada is building a future where nature and people 
thrive.

OUR PARTNERSHIP WITH WWF-CANADA

FEATURED STAFF

PETE EWINS – SPECIES CONSERVATION, WWF-CANADA 

ALANNA MITCHELL – JOURNALIST, AUTHOR 

DAVID DOUBLIET & JENNIFER HAYES – PHOTOGRAPHERS 

PAUL CROWLEY  – VICE-PRESIDENT, ARCTIC, WWF-CANADA

© Steven Kazlowski / WWF
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As the world leader in digital imaging, precision 
optics, and photo-imaging technology, Nikon is 
globally recognized for setting new standards in 
product design and performance for its award-
winning consumer and professional photographic 
equipment. Nikon Canada distributes consumer 
and professional dslr and hd-slr cameras, Nikon 
coolpix® compact digital cameras, Nikon 1 
advanced cameras with interchangeable lens system, 
nikkor optics, speedlights, and system accessories. 

With this partnership, travellers aboard Adventure 
Canada expeditions will be able to experience first-
hand the high image quality and optical excellence 
of Nikon cameras, lenses, and gear—and try out this 
precision equipment for themselves. We will have a 
selection of Nikon lenses, cameras, and binoculars 
available on all 2017 itineraries.

Select Adventure Canada expeditions in 2017 will 
feature Nikon Canada Ambassadors. They are some 
of the most talented and influential visual artists 
working in the business today; gifted, spirited 
storytellers who go above and beyond, admired 
for their passion, energy, and commitment to their 
craft. What could be better than learning from the 
best, in the best environments, while using the best 
equipment?

OUR 
PARTNERSHIP 
WITH NIKON CANADA

FEATURED STAFF

PETE EWINS – SPECIES CONSERVATION, WWF-CANADA

ALANNA MITCHELL – JOURNALIST, AUTHOR

DAVID DOUBLIET & JENNIFER HAYES – PHOTOGRAPHERS

PAUL CROWLEY – VICE-PRESIDENT, ARCTIC, WWF-CANADA

MICHELLE VALBERG  
PHOTOGRAPHER

Join Nikon Canada Ambassador 
Michelle Valberg on our Into the 
Northwest Passage expedition.

© Michelle Valberg
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These are our proposed routes. Weather, sea, and ice conditions 
will determine our daily progress. Actual itineraries may differ 
from those indicated.
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NEWFOUNDLAND 
CIRCUMNAVIGATION
JUNE 5 – 15, 2017



Starting and ending in historic St. John’s, we experience Newfoundland’s lively culture and dramatic scenery 
in daily expedition stops. A visit to the French island of Saint-Pierre completes the adventure. The welcome we 
receive in Newfoundland’s outport communities is warm and genuine; the music and stories unforgettable.

Though Newfoundland is Canada’s newest province, joining in 1949, it has a human history stretching back 
almost 6,000 years. At Gros Morne National Park, the planet’s mantle frames fjords that would be at home 
in Norway; on the Avalon Peninsula, a chunk of what was once Africa meets remnants of the Appalachian 
Mountains. We will visit Red Bay's Basque Whaling Station (a unesco World Heritage Site), learn about the 
Viking history in North America at L’Anse aux Meadows National Historic Site, and enjoy a taste of the Mi’kmaq 
culture in Miawpukek First Nation (Conne River). And we will do it all in the company of a lively resource staff of 
local musicians, artists, and naturalists.

This sailing is ideally timed for viewing whales, icebergs, and breeding seabirds. Experience the province’s 
legendary music, food, and hospitality the way it was meant to be experienced—by sea.

Photo credits: Dennis Minty
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NEWFOUNDLAND

LABRADOR

Saint-Pierre

St. John’s

Woody Point /  
Gros Morne 

National Park

Red Bay
L’Anse aux 
Meadows

South 
Coast

Miawpukek 
(Conne River)

LABRADOR 
SEA

2017 PROPOSED ITINERARY

Day 1:  St. John’s, NL

Day 2–3:   Northeast Coast

Day 4:  L’Anse aux Meadows

Day 5:  Red Bay

Day 6:  Woody Point and Gros 
Morne National Park

Day 7–8:   South Coast

Day 9:  Miawpukek (Conne River)

Day 10:  Saint-Pierre, FR

Day 11:  St. John’s, NL

HIGHLIGHTS

• Explore the remote reaches of
Newfoundland & Labrador in
spring bloom

• Visit the reconstructed Viking
settlement at L’Anse aux Meadows

• Travel with widely respected
naturalists and culturalists

• Explore the phenomenal
landscapes of Gros Morne National
Park

• Share the warmth of a classic
Newfoundland kitchen party

• Visit Miawpukek, Newfoundland's
Mi'kmaq First Nation community

• View icebergs and whales at an
optimal time of year

Photo credits: Dennis Minty

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



FEATURED STAFF

DR. LATONIA HARTERY
ARCHAEOLOGIST

Latonia has a PhD in circumpolar 
archaeology from the University of Calgary. 
Her exploration of this topic has taken her 
to the Canadian Arctic, Greenland, and 

Scandinavia. For the past decade she has conducted excavations 
on Paleoeskimo sites in Bird Cove-Pond Cove, Newfoundland. 
At this location she integrates research, tourism and public 
education. She is also the president of aara, a non-profit 
organization dedicated to Arctic and sub-Arctic studies. As a 
filmmaker, she has worked on independent documentaries and 
other films for a wide range of broadcasters including aptn 
and the cbc. For her community efforts, and for preserving and 
promoting Arctic and sub-Arctic culture, she was recently given 
jci Canada’s Outstanding Young Person Award.

PAUL DEAN 

GEOLOGIST

Paul was born and raised in Newfoundland 
and Labrador. As a professional geologist, 
he has already had a diverse career 

in research, mineral exploration, public service and public 

education. He is the former Executive Director of the Johnson geo 
centre, a world-class geological interpretation centre focusing 
on the geological evolution of Newfoundland and Labrador. In his 
twenty-five years of public service, Paul served as the Assistant 
Deputy Minister of Mines and Deputy Minister of Environment 
and Conservation. Paul is constantly engaged in exploring the 
links between geology, landscape and culture. He is also a story 
writer, a story teller and advocate for traditional music and dance. 
His stories have been published in the Newfoundland Quarterly 
and The March Hare Anthology.

KEVIN MAJOR  
HISTORIAN / AUTHOR

Kevin has published eighteen books. He 
has won numerous awards, including a 
Governor General’s Award for Hold Fast. 
The best-selling As Near to Heaven by Sea: 

A History of Newfoundland and Labrador traces the story of his 
homeland from continental drift to modern political upheaval. 
No Man’s Land tells a tragic tale of the Newfoundland Regiment 
in wwi. The first of a proposed trilogy of historical novels, New 
Under the Sun, deals with the myriad of cultures to inhabit 
southern Labrador and the northern Newfoundland. The second, 
Found Far and Wide, revisits the turbulent early decades of the 
twentieth century.

*This is a small sample of our talented team of Resource Staff—for

18Contact us if you have any questions regarding this program, 
and visit our website for more information.i1.800.363.7566
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DETAILED ITINERARY 

DAY 1: ST. JOHN’S, NL 

Welcome to St. John’s—Newfoundland’s historic, vibrant 
capital. Picturesque and welcoming, with a world-
famous harbour, St. John’s has been continually fished by 
Europeans since 1498, allowing it to boast the designation 
of North America’s oldest European settlement. 

To begin our voyage we will meet mid-afternoon for a 
briefing at the Delta Hotel.  Here you will meet your 
Resource Staff and fellow travellers and make your way via 
coach to board our ship, Ocean Endeavour. Sailing out of 
St. John’s has to be experienced to be believed: Signal Hill 
keeps watch over the world-famous Narrows as we head for 
open water.  

DAY 2-3: NORTH EAST COAST, NEWFOUNDLAND 

The northeast coast of Newfoundland is known for the 
dozens of quaint villages that dot its rocky shores, and it 
is to one of these small settlements that we will be paying 
a visit today. We may look forward to a characteristically 
warm Newfoundland welcome upon our arrival. The area 
itself is home to a plethora of islands and, seasonally, 
icebergs that drift in from the Atlantic. The Ocean 
Endeavour will chart a scenic course past these beautiful 
obstacles as we head north. 

 DAY 4: L’ANSE AUX MEADOWS 

A UNESCO World Heritage Site, L’Anse aux Meadows is 
the only authenticated former Norse settlement in North 
America. The archaeological remains found here in 1960 
date to approximately 1000 AD. Amazingly, the location 
of the ruins was first established by a close reading of the 
Viking sagas. 

Today, a superb interpretive centre and reconstructions 
of the several Norse-style sod buildings make L’Anse aux 
Meadows a must-see for any visitor to Newfoundland. 

DAY 5: RED BAY 

Labrador is home to the Red Bay Basque Whaling Station, 
a UNESCO World Heritage site. Beginning in the 1500s, 
Basque whalers operated out of the Red Bay harbour, 
making it at one time the largest whaling station in the 
world. The site includes six hundred acres of terrestrial 
and aquatic protected area. Among the important artefacts 
found at Red Bay is the whaling ship San Juan, lost in a 
storm in 1565 and found centuries later submerged in the 
harbour in only ten metres of water. A large number of 
tools, personal items, and navigational instruments have 
been recovered from the wreck. 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



20Contact us if you have any questions regarding this program, 
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DAY 6: WOODY POINT / GROS MORNE NATIONAL 
PARK  

Gros Morne is internationally famed for its geographic 
diversity and majesty. The park’s mountains are both 
picturesque and highly unusual: the Tablelands, a 
600-metre plateau, forms one of the world’s best examples
of ancient rock exposed from the earth’s mantle. The
park’s fjords are equally stunning, and the town of Woody
Point has become widely renowned for its annual Writers’
Festival.

There will be a choice of walks—catering to all levels of 
skill and interest—as we explore the surrounding area. The 
beauty of Bonne Bay will surely be a highlight, as will the 
subtle charms of Woody Point. 

DAYS 7 – 8: SOUTH COAST NEWFOUNDLAND  

The wild and windswept coast of southern Newfoundland 
is home to a few remaining outport communities, still 
largely cut off from mainstream travel. Visits here are often 
a highlight of our trips. There are many unique bays and 
coves to explore via Zodiac or land excursions.  

DAY 9: MIAWPUKEK (CONNE RIVER)  

The First Nations community of Miawpukek (Conne 
River) has an economically self-sufficient mandate, 
guided by traditional values. It became a permanent 

settlement sometime around 1822. Before then, it was 
one of many semi-permanent camping sites used by the 
Mi’kmaw people—who were, at the time, nomads travelling 
throughout the east coast. Since its establishment as 
a reserve in 1987, Miawpukek’s employment rate has 
increased from 10% to nearly 100% and Indian and 
Northern Affairs often reference the community as a model 
for other First Nations. We will receive a formal welcome 
into the community and meet the locals, with the help of 
community leaders. 

DAY 10: SAINT-PIERRE, FR  

Explore Saint-Pierre, a last bastion of France’s colonial 
territories in North America. The colourful and charming 
shops and residences of the town of Saint-Pierre reveal its 
unique historical character. 

DAY 11: ST. JOHN’S, NL 

On the final day of our expedition, we sail though the 
historic Narrows and into St. John’s harbour. We will say 
our farewells and begin the process of departure. Staff will 
be on hand to assist you with luggage and transportation 
arrangements.

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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2015

JUNE 25 – JULY 4 , 2017

MIGHTY 
SAINT LAWRENCE

23



Celebrate Canada's 150th birthday at the heart of our history! One of National Geographic Traveler’s 50 Tours 
of a Lifetime, Mighty Saint Lawrence incorporates the stunning coastal regions of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, 
including the Gaspé, the Magdalen Islands, Cape Breton, and Saint-Pierre.

Some of the best whale watching in Canada is concentrated between the high cliffs of Saguenay Fjord.  
Forillon and Mingan Islands National Parks offer stunning lansdscape and amazing hiking opportunities. Île-
Bonaventure Provincial Park presents a rare experience of one of the largest northern gannet populations in the 
world. The Magdalen Islands’ mix of Acadian and English influences and a history of more than four hundred 
shipwrecks are among their unique features. We’ll stop at Cape Breton, famed for its rocky shores, glacial valleys, 
and barren headlands. 

We bring our voyage to a close at Saint-Pierre. The last remaining outpost of New France, this charming 
settlement boasts fine wine, good cheese and French fashion—just off the coast of Newfoundland. 

Photo credits: All images by Danny Catt 24



Mingan Archipelago 
National Park Reserve
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2017 PROPOSED ITINERARY

Day 1:  Québec City, QC

Day 2:  Saguenay Fjord

Day 3:  Lower Saint Lawrence

Day 4:  Mingan Archipelago 
National Park Reserve

Day 5:  Forillon National Park and 
Gaspé

Day 6:  Île Bonaventure Provincial 
Park and Percé Rock

Day 7:  Magdalen Islands, QC

Day 8:  Cape Breton Island, NS

Day 9:  Expedition stop, NL

Day 10:  Saint-Pierre, France

HIGHLIGHTS

• Experience the unique history and 
culture of Atlantic Canada

• Search for the largest animal on 
earth—the blue whale

• See one of the world’s largest gannet 
colonies; over 50,000 pairs

• Enjoy the natural beauty of Cape 
Breton Island 

• Visit the stunning limestone 
monoliths of Mingan Islands

• Sail the Saguenay, spectacular 
feeding ground for marine and bird 
species

• Celebrate Canada's 150th birthday at 
sea aboard the Ocean Endeavour at 
the Magdalen Islands 

Inbound Charter Flight:  
Saint-Pierre to St. John's 
Late-afternoon arrival 
$350 usd per person including all 
taxes and fees

Photo credit—bottom left: Danny Catt

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, sea conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



FEATURED STAFF

PIERRE RICHARD 
NATURALIST

Pierre grew up in Quebec City and 
vacationed all his life in the Charlevoix and 
Tadoussac regions. He travelled extensively 
along both shores of the Estuary and Gulf 

of St. Lawrence. It is there that he developed an lifelong interest 
in marine mammals, and in particular, in whales. He co-authored 
two field guides on Eastern Canadian Marine Mammals (en 
français). Pierre spent thirty years working as a biologist and 
research scientist for Fisheries and Oceans Canada, studying 
beluga whales and other marine mammals.

DENNIS MINTY   
PHOTOGRAPHER & NATURALIST

Dennis has worked with Adventure 
Canada since 2002. Educated as a wildlife 
biologist, his first professional job was as 
the designer/manager of a nature education 

and wildlife rehabilitation centre. He also worked for nearly 
thirty years as an environmental educator in Newfoundland & 
Labrador, Africa, the Seychelles, and the Caribbean. Dennis is the 
author of nine educational and photographic books, including 
Newfoundland, An Island Apart, (2015) and a sister volume on 
Labrador, published in 2016.

JULIE BERNIER    
 
EXPEDITON TEAM 
 
Originally from Lévis, Québec, the 
St-Lawrence River’s shores have always 
been a place of adventure and discovery for 
Julie. Her love of nature and thirst for 

explorations has brought her up north of 60, where she called the 
Yukon wilderness home. Julie has participated in a variety of 
research projects—from the enumeration of stock of the pacific 
salmon on northern rivers and the behaviour of hoary marmot in 
the Yukon’s mountains to camera trapping cheetahs and lions in 
Africa.

PHIL JENKINS  

AUTHOR & MUSICIAN

Phil has worked as a newspaper columnist, 
travel writer, author, and musician across 
Canada. He has been a freelance columnist 

for the Ottawa Citizen since 1991 and writes for magazines, 
including National Geographic Traveller, Equinox, Wedding Bells, 
Canadian Geographic, Ottawa Magazine, and Toronto Life. He 
has written the non-fiction bestsellers Fields of Vision, An Acre 
of Time, River Song: Sailing the History of the St. Lawrence, and 
Beneath My Feet: The Memoirs of George Mercer Dawson. Phil 
teaches and lectures at Carleton University. As a solo musician 
and member of the band Riverbend, he has produced the albums 
Car Tunes and Making Waves. 

This is a small sample of our talented team of Resource Staff—for a 
more complete list, please visit adventurecanada.com.
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DAY 1: QUÉBEC CITY TO TADOUSSAC, QC 

One of the oldest European settlements in North America, 
Québec takes its name from the Algonquin word meaning 
‘where the river narrows.’ The city that Champlain founded 
in 1608 was the capital of New France, and later, of British 
North America. Today, the proud capital of the province 
of the same name boasts the old-world charms of Vieux 
Québec, the world-famous Chateau Frontenac Hotel, and 
the only remaining intact citadel walls in North America. 
Cultural riches, superb cuisine, and an incredible view over 
the river make Québec City the perfect place to begin our 
voyage. A city tour is available for those who are interested 
in the morning. 

Tadoussac was France’s first trading post on the mainland 
of New France, located at the confluence of the Saguenay 
and the Saint Lawrence rivers. Originally established as 
an Innu settlement, it had become an important trading 
post by the seventeenth century, and was the oldest 
continuously inhabited European settlement in Canada. 
Today, it is celebrated for its vibrant local culture, dramatic 
scenery, and incredible whale-watching opportunities. Our 
group will meet mid-morning in Québec City for a briefing 
before embarking on a coach tour along the beautiful 
north coast of the Saint Lawrence en route to Tadoussac to 
embark the Ocean Endeavour. 

 

DAY 2: SAGUENAY FJORD  

The Saguenay drains fresh water from Lac St. Jean, but the 
greater part of its volume is salt tidal water from the Saint 
Lawrence Estuary. The result is an ideal habitat for marine 
mammals including four species of whales—fin, minke, 
blue, and the famous (and endangered) Saguenay beluga 
population. Saguenay-Saint Lawrence Marine Park and 
Saguenay Fjord National Park both protect the region’s vast 
natural riches. 

DAY 3: LOWER SAINT LAWRENCE 

Today we will be exploring the south coast of the Lower 
Saint Lawrence. Our stop is weather-dependent; ideally 
we will have favourable conditions for an excursion to the 
famed Reford Gardens. The gardens are home to a sculpture 
park, art installations, and an array of unique floral walks 
and enclosures. 

DAY 4: MINGAN ARCHIPELAGO NATIONAL PARK 
RESERVE  

The spectacular natural sculptures of the Mingan Islands 
are formed of limestone, shaped by the action of the sea. 

At 50° N, these islands owe as much to the north as to the 
east for their character. Atlantic puffins and Arctic eiders 
vie for the attention of birders, while harp, harbour, and 
gray seals cavort in the waters. Not to be outdone, the flora 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



of the islands is wildly diverse, including 450 plant species, 
190 lichens and 300 mosses!  

DAY 5: FORILLON NATIONAL PARK / GASPÉ  

The Gaspé Peninsula, also known as Gaspésie, separates 
the mouth of the Saint Lawrence from Baie de Chaleur. 
Dominated by high cliffs on the north shore, the Gaspé 
includes the contours of the Appalachian Mountain chain 
and offers amazing views from its highland regions, which 
juts above the treeline. The small town of Gaspé is the 
gateway to the region and offers a quaint small town with 
a number of locally-owned seafood restaurants, bars with 
local Quebec microbrews and shops to explore.  

The first National Park in Québec, Forillon is an important 
bird and marine mammal habitat. Forillon also preserves 
human history in the Grand-Grave National Heritage Site, 
telling the story of the fishing families that once made their 
homes here. The park contains Canada’s tallest lighthouse, 
as well as fortifications dating from the Second World War, 
when German U-boats threatened Allied shipping. 

DAY 6: ÎLE BONAVENTURE NATIONAL PARK / PERCÉ  

Parc National de l’Île-Bonaventure-et-du-Rocher-Percé is 
the formal name of the park at the eastern tip of the Gaspé 
Peninsula. But most Canadians are more familiar with its 
best-known feature, the awe-inspiring Percé Rock. The area’s 
flora and fauna are world-renowned, including famous 

colonies of northern gannets. The largest of these is on 
Bonaventure Island and comprises nearly 50,000 pairs.  

Named by Samuel de Champlain, Percé itself is an 
internationally famed marvel, a huge natural arch within 
a mass of reddish limestone and sandstone. A second arch 
collapsed in 1845, leaving a massive column at one end.  

Fin, minke, humpback, and blue whales ply the nearby 
waters of this magnificent coastal outpost. We will 
enjoy a Zodiac cruise to the Percé Rock and then around 
Bonaventure Island, allowing us excellent opportunities to 
view the bird cliffs and the best chances for whales.  

DAY 7: MAGDALEN ISLANDS, QC  

Long frequented by Mi’kmaq people, likely walrus hunters, 
the Magdalen Islands (les Îles-de-la-Madeleine) in the Gulf 
of Saint Lawrence were first sighted by Europeans when 
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Jacques Cartier sailed among them in 1534. Today, although 
closer to Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, they form a 
regional municipality of the province of Québec.  

However, the islands have a history distinct from that of 
mainland Québec. When the British expelled the Acadians 
from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, the Magdalen 
Islanders remained, and to this day take great pride in their 
Acadian heritage. There are also long-standing English 
settlements, and a percentage of the population can claim 
descent from survivors of the many shipwrecks that have 
occurred among the islands. Dramatic red sandstone cliffs 
are among the islands’ most striking features.  

DAY 8: CAPE BRETON ISLAND, NS  

Today we call in at picturesque Cape Breton Island, an 
island comprising rocky shores, rolling farmland, glacial 
valleys, barren headlands, mountains, woods, and plateaus. 
Using the charming village of Chetticamp as a base, those 
keen to hike will have a chance to walk a section of the 
Cabot trail.  There will also be time explore the town and 
sample some of the local seafood.  

DAY 9: EXPEDITION STOP, NL 

Newfoundland’s south coast offers many surprises, 
including vast stretches of virtually uninhabited 
wilderness. Fjords, cliffs, and islands offer excellent Zodiac 
cruising territory and terrific birding opportunities. We will 

be availing ourselves of all the area has to offer and may be 
stopping in any of several possible destinations depending 
on conditions.  

DAY 10: SAINT-PIERRE, FR  

On a trip that traces the history and geography of New 
France, it’s appropriate that we wind up in France. Saint-
Pierre remains an official territory of the French Republic, 
albeit only a few dozen kilometres off the shore of 
Newfoundland. 

You will have an opportunity to explore the charming, 
colourful town before transferring to our charter flight to 
that will take you to St. John’s, NL. 

OPTIONAL EXTENSION: 

ONE-NIGHT SAILING: VOYAGE FROM SAINT-PIERRE, 
FR TO ST. JOHN’S, NL 

Spend the morning and afternoon touring the town of 
Saint-Pierre. In the early afternoon you will embark the 
Ocean Endeavour and sail across to St. John’s, NL on a one 
night sailing. We will not have any landings, but will enjoy 
a fun onboard program with music and entertainment, and 
have a chance to look for seabirds and marine wildlife en 
route to St. John’s. 

$400USD per person 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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SABLE  
ISLAND
JULY 5 – 13, 2017



Sable Island’s wild horses are world-famous, but there’s so much more to this remote sand island off the coast 
of Nova Scotia. The world’s largest colony of grey seals breeds here, as do the rare roseate tern and the endemic 
Ipswich sparrow, among many other birds of note. Amid the island’s forty-two kilometres of beaches, dunes, 
and bogs you’ll find a plethora of plants: from iris, to sundew, to wild berries in abundance. Whales and sharks 
ply the nearby waters and gusting winds create ever-changing landscapes of sand. We'll have four full days to 
explore the history, mystery, and magic of this unique environment.

Sable Island’s story includes shipwrecks and salvage; sealing and walrus hunting; rescue and research. Still, the 
horses remain the island’s most charismatic residents. Free to roam, they represent one of the world’s last wild 
equine populations and their spirited antics are truly a sight to behold. Now protected as Canada’s forty-third 
national park, Sable Island offers an experience unlike any other. Join us there.

Photo credits—clockwise left to right: Michelle Valberg, Michelle Valberg, Mike Beedell and Danny Catt 32
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2017 PROPOSED ITINERARY 

Day 1:   St. John’s, NL

Day 2:   At Sea

Day 3–6:   Sable Island

Day 7:   At Sea in the Gully (Marine 
Protected Area)

Day 8:   Saint-Pierre, FR

Day 9:   St. John’s, NL

HIGHLIGHTS

• View one of the world’s last wild 
horse populations

• See the rare Ipswich sparrow in its 
sole breeding ground

• Photograph Sable Island’s many 
rare and beautiful plant species

• Visit the world’s largest grey seal 
colony

• Seek out marine mammals in the 
Gully, a Marine Protected Area

Photo credits—clockwise from top: Michelle Valberg, Danny 
Catt, Gay Peppin, Danny Catt

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, sea conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



FEATURED STAFF

REE BRENNIN-HOUSTON   
NATURALIST

Ree attended the United Nations 
International School, ubc, Queen’s, and 
McMaster, earning a Bachelor’s degree in 
Zoology and a Master of Science degree 

in Biology. She has studied rattlesnakes in the Appalachians, 
snowshoe hares in the Yukon, song sparrows, crows, and black-
tailed deer in British Columbia, humpback and right whales 
off New England, and beluga whales in the Arctic. She has 
taught at the Monterey Bay Aquarium, the Monterey Institute 
of International Studies, Queen’s, and the University of Ottawa. 
Ree also works at Environment Canada and the Bedford Institute 
of Oceanography, promoting environmental sustainability and 
protecting wildlife and their critical habitat.

 
JILL MARTIN  
AUTHOR

When Lunenburg Academy closed its doors 
in 2012, Jill turned the key on a thirty-year 
career in education, but the historian in 
her would not be silenced. Consulting for 

both the National Film Board of Canada (2003) and White Gate 
Films (2013 and ongoing) inspired her to develop her distinctly 
Maritime non-fiction voice. In 2015, Jill crafted the successful 

novel, Return to Sable. Her most recent work, Sable Island in Black 
and White (Nimbus) is a pictorial anthology of the island, narrated 
by compelling stories and illustrated with tintypes, glass plates, 
and old Brownie photographs. Jill sits on the Board of Directors 
for Friends of Sable Island Society.

 
DON BOWEN   
NATURALIST

Don Bowen grew up in southern Ontario. 
He received BSc and MSc degrees at 
the University of Guelph, and a PhD in 
ecology from ubc, Vancouver. He studied 

leopards in South Africa and coyotes in Jasper National Park. For 
thirty years, Don has led a team from the Bedford Institute of 
Oceanography and Dalhousie University studying the ecology 
of grey and harbour seals on Sable Island. He is an author of 
two books and over two hundred scientific articles. As a marine 
ecologist, he has provided science advice on the status of many of 
Canada’s cetaceans and seal species.

*This is a small sample of our talented team of Resource Staff—for 
a more complete list, please visit adventurecanada.com.
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DAY 1: ST. JOHN’S, NL  

We meet in St. John’s—Newfoundland’s historic, vibrant 
capital. Picturesque and welcoming, with a world-
famous harbour, St. John’s has been continually fished by 
Europeans since 1498, allowing it to boast the designation 
of North America’s oldest European settlement. 

To begin our voyage we will meet mid-afternoon for 
a briefing at the Delta Hotel. Here you will meet your 
Resource Staff and fellow travellers and make your way via 
coach bus to board our ship, the Ocean Endeavour.  Sailing 
out of St. John’s has to be experienced to be believed; Signal 
Hill keeps watch over the world-famous Narrows as we 
head for open water, passing Cape Spear, the easternmost 
point in North America.  

DAY 2: AT SEA  

Our presentation series will kick into full swing today as 
our expert resource staff delves into the fascinating history 
and ecology of Sable Island. While out on deck, keep your 
eyes peeled for marine mammals and seabirds in the rich 
northwest Atlantic. 

DAYS 3–6: SABLE ISLAND  

Sable Island is the legendary location of hundreds of 
shipwrecks. The island is home to a population of feral 
horses, the rare Ipswich sparrow, seals, and seabirds in 

abundance. We’ll have a chance to meet some of the island’s 
handful of human inhabitants and learn about this unique 
habitat first-hand.  

In the four days we will spend exploring Sable Island, 
expect to be dazzled by a natural habitat unlike any you 
have ever seen. The herd of wild horses for which the island 
is famous is a true highlight: we will observe them at their 
wildest as they race among the dunes. The sandy shores 
afford unmatched opportunities for Zodiac cruising, and 
you may expect to delight in observing the curious local 
seal population as we do so.  

The historic sites of Sable Island—the old shipwrecks and 
abandoned settlements—are of particular interest, as the 
island’s shifting sands hide and reveal different landscapes 
each day. This ecosystem is in true flux: the vegetation and 
habitats, as well as the human relics, are at the whim of the 
ever-changing dunes and we will spend our days exploring 
before the winds rise and hide all evidence of our passage. 

DAY 7: AT SEA – THE GULLY MARINE PROTECTED 
AREA  

At sea today, we will be crossing The Gully, a Marine 
Protected Area approximately two hundred kilometres off 
the coast of Nova Scotia and to the east of Sable Island. 
Here, the sea floor suddenly drops a dizzying two and a 
half kilometres into a submarine valley. The Gully is one of 
the most prominent undersea features in eastern Canada 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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and its unique ecology has attracted the interest of many 
agencies, such as Parks Canada and Environment Canada. 
This is due to its significant coral communities, its diversity 
of both shallow and deep-water fish and its many whales 
and dolphins.  

As on our other days at sea, our resource staff will be on 
hand to deliver dynamic presentations. Out on deck they 
will assist passengers in spotting the myriad seabirds and 
marine mammals for which this area is famous. 

DAY 8: SAINT-PIERRE, FR  

Explore Saint-Pierre, a last bastion of France’s colonial 
territories in North America. The island’s 6,500 residents 
are of varied descent including French, Basque, Breton, and 
Norman. 

Saint-Pierre’s architecture reflects its history: an eclectic 
collection of colours and style aligned on picturesque 
cobblestone streets and alleys. We will have time for a tour 
of the city and independent exploration in the surrounding 
area. Take advantage of this day in France to enjoy some 
wine and cheese, and unwind in a tiny slice of old Europe 
nestled into the North American coast. 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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HEART OF  
THE ARCTIC
JULY 18–30, 2017



This journey encompasses the beating heart of the Arctic from the capital of Nunavut, south into Quebec’s 
Nunavik region and, finally, to the coast of Greenland across the Davis Strait. We’ll travel just after the summer 
solstice, when the midnight sun will be near its zenith. There are good chances of seeing wildlife, including 
polar bears, walrus, and muskoxen. This expedition is far and away our most community- and art-focused Arctic 
itinerary; we will meet highly reputed creators and their creations. Kinngait (Cape Dorset) is widely hailed as the 
Inuit art capital and is home to some of the most celebrated stone carvers in the Arctic. 

Across the Davis Strait in Greenland, we are often treated to humpback whales as we approach the capital 
city, Nuuk. Here, we'll have a chance to explore Greenland’s culture on a visit to one of the smallest and 
northernmost capital cities the world.

Steeped in cultures all its own, the heart of the Arctic will stay with you long after you return home.

Photo credits: Mike Beedell (left) and Michelle Valberg (right) 40
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2017 PROPOSED ITINERARY 

Day 1:  Iqaluit, NU

Day 2:  Akpatok Island

Day 3:  Ungava Peninsula

Day 4:  Kinngait (Cape Dorset)

Day 5:  South Baffin Coast

Day 6:  Kimmirut

Day 7:  South Baffin Coast

Day 8:  Pangnirtung

Day 9:  East Baffin Island

Day 10:  At Sea

Day 11:  Nuuk, Greenland

Day 12:  Qeqqata Kommunia

Day 13:  Kangerlussuaq

HIGHLIGHTS

• Cross the Arctic circle while sailing 
in the shadow of a spectacular 
Greenlandic fjord

• View polar bears, walrus, marine 
mammals, and bird colonies during 
our cruise of the Hudson Strait

• Mingle with world-renowned Inuit 
stonecarvers in Kinngait

• Enjoy the sounds of talented throat-
singers

• Learn first-hand about the history 
and culture of the Inuit

• Visit a colourful Greenlandic 
settlement and the Qilakitsoq  
mummies at Nuuk

Northbound Charter Flight:  
Ottawa, ON to Iqaluit, NU 
Early-morning departure 
 
$928 usd per person including all 
taxes and fees

Southbound Charter Flight:  
Kangerlussuaq, Greenland to Toronto 
Evening arrival 
 
$1267 usd per person including all 
taxes and fees 

Photo credit: Jonathan Huyer

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



FEATURED STAFF

 
AAJU PETER   
CULTURALIST

Born in 1960 in Arkisserniaq, Aaju has 
lived up and down the west coast of 
Greenland. At eleven, she left Greenland 
to attend school in Denmark, where she 

learned to read German, French, and Latin—and to speak Danish 
in addition to Greenlandic. At eighteen, she returned home, 
and in 1981, moved to Iqaluit. Here, Aaju picked up English and 
Inuktitut, which helped in her work as an interpreter, and she has 
done volunteer work with various women's and interpretation 
organizations. She has travelled Greenland, Europe, and 
Canada performing modern drum dance, traditional singing, 
and displaying sealskin fashions. Recently, she graduated from 
Akitsiraq Law School and was called to the bar. These days, Aaju 
is advocating for Inuit rights to traditional cultural practices and 
her work was featured in the award-winning documentary Angry 
Inuk.

 
AARON SPITZER   
HISTORIAN

Aaron is wild about the Arctic; he’s spent 
twenty years living in and writing about the 
world’s polar places. For nearly a decade 
he was the editor of Up Here, a Northwest 

Territories-based monthly that was named Canada’s finest 
magazine in 2010. Before that, he was an editor with Canada’s 
northernmost newspaper (Nunavut’s Nunatsiaq News), the 
world’s southernmost paper (the Antarctic Sun), Alaska’s largest 
Indigenous paper (the Tundra Drums), and Canada’s leading 
Inuktitut news program (CBC Igalaaq). Aaron now lives in Norway, 
where he studies Indigenous politics at the University of Bergen.

DR. CAM GILLIES   
NATURALIST

Cam grew up enjoying the birds and 
Rocky Mountains of British Columbia. He 
is a keen birder and photographer and is 
excited to share his passion with others. 

Cam has guided several trips in the Arctic including voyages and 
trips to the floe edge of Baffin Island. Cam has participated in a 
variety of research projects; everything from catching endangered 
leopard frogs to snow-tracking wolverines. He completed a PhD 
studying the movement of forest birds in Costa Rica. He considers 
his travels in the north as some of his best: the beauty of the 
landscape, the incredible wildlife, and the wonderful people keep 
drawing him back!

*This is a small sample of our talented team of Resource Staff—for 
a more complete list, please visit adventurecanada.com.
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DETAILED ITINERARY 

DAY 1: IQALUIT, NU  

Located at the end of historic Frobisher Bay and sitting 
amid gentle rolling hills is the transportation hub of the 
Arctic, Iqaluit. A major transfer point between flights to 
other northern communities, Iqaluit is also the smallest 
capital city in Canada with a population of just over 7,000! 
At one time dotted with Inuit huts, the beaches are now 
adorned with modern houses, shops, and public buildings 
reflecting Iqaluit’s importance as a government town. We 
will have time to tour the town before embarking the Ocean 
Endeavour. 

DAY 2: AKPATOK ISLAND  

Uninhabited Akpatok Island features soaring bird cliffs 
and small rocky beaches. Indeed, the island is named for 
the akpat—the thick-billed murres—that live on the ledges 
of the limestone cliffs that surround it. Here we’ll use our 
Zodiacs to scout the beaches in search of walrus and polar 
bears.  

DAY 3: UNGAVA PENINSULA, NUNAVIK 

Today we continue our exploration of Nunavik, heading 
northwest along the Ungava Peninsula. This section of 
treeless tundra is rich in geology and tundra flora, and has a 
number of small communities along its shores.  

Depending on the weather and wildlife, we will be making a 
stop along this dramatic coast.  

DAY 4 KINNGAIT (CAPE DORSET), NUNAVUT  

Along the northwest shore of Dorset Island, surrounded on 
one side by rocky hills and on the other, by Hudson Strait, 
lies “the community that art built”. Between 1950 and 1962, 
Kinngait hosted a historic collaboration between James 
and Alma Houston and local Inuit—the collaboration that 
launched Inuit art onto the world stage. In 1959, the West 
Baffin Eskimo Co-operative was established: it remains 
the oldest arts organization in the Canadian Arctic and the 
oldest professional Inuit printmaking studio in Canada. 

Old and new generations of outstanding artists, carvers, 
and printmakers have made Kinngait the Inuit art capital of 
the world.  

DAY 5: SOUTH BAFFIN ISLAND  

Today we will begin our explorations of the southern coast 
of Baffin Island, the fifth largest island in the world. Our 
objective is to spend half the time out on the land—hiking, 
exploring, and taking in the sights—and the remainder 
cruising the shoreline in our fleet of Zodiacs.  

We will be adaptable to weather and ice conditions, and 
be open to the possibility of wildlife sightings, as our 
expeditions to Baffin have proven unpredictable in both 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



respects. 

DAY 6: KIMMIRUT (LAKE HARBOUR)  

Located on southern Baffin Island, the scenic oceanside 
hamlet of Kimmirut is considered one of the most charming 
communities in the region. “Kimmirut” means “the heel” in 
Inuktitut, and refers to an outcrop of marble across the bay 
from the community that holds a striking resemblance to a 
human heel. Art has played a major role here and the newly 
renovated Dewey Soper Building is home to a gallery of 
outstanding works of art.  

DAY 7: SOUTH BAFFIN ISLAND 

Baffin Island is home to a wide variety of life, including a 
notable bear population, and we will be on alert for these 
kings of the north. Our time at Baffin will be exploratory in 
every sense, and we look forward to seeing what the island 
has to offer us. 

DAY 8: PANGNIRTUNG  

Pangnirtung—“the place of the bull caribou” in Inuktitut—is 
located on a narrow coastal plain against a spectacular 
backdrop of high mountains and a winding river valley. It is 
a small community bordered by snow-capped mountains 
on one side and the ocean on the other. Pangnirtung, or 
‘Pang’ as locals call it, is famed for its art. One of the great 
attractions is the Uqqurmiut Inuit Arts Centre. The Centre 

welcomes visitors to the print and weave shops, where 
local artists create beautifully woven tapestries and prints. 
Artists from Pangnirtung are known around the world 
and are exhibited widely across Canada and beyond. The 
acclaimed “Pang” hats—colourfully patterned crocheted 
toques—can also be purchased at the Centre’s gift shop.  
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DAY 9: EAST BAFFIN ISLAND  

Today will be an expedition day in the truest sense as 
we navigate the east coast of Baffin Island. The Ocean 
Endeavour is the perfect vessel for exploring these hidden 
treasures of the north, as her manoeuvrability allows 
her to access regions that would be impassable to larger 
vessels. We will be on alert for changing weather and ice 
conditions and use our judgement as to which route along 
the coast will be the most spectacular. As ever, our team 
will be on deck for the duration, searching for wildlife and 
contextualizing the mighty landscape through which we 
travel. 

DAY 10: AT SEA — DAVIS STRAIT  

Our presentation series will continue as we steam across 
the Davis Strait towards Greenland. While out on deck, keep 
your eyes peeled for minke and humpback whales amid 
potential pack ice, as well as the seabirds that are sure to 
mark our passage.  

DAY 11: NUUK, GREENLAND  

Welcome to Nuuk, the capital of Greenland and the world’s 
northernmost capital city! Nuuk means ‘the headland’ 
and is situated at the mouth of a gigantic fjord system. 
Established as the  first Greenlandic town in 1728, Nuuk 
remains the bustling centre of the country today. We have 
the chance to spot humpback whales in the fjord, reindeer 

roaming the land, and birds soaring above. The town itself 
is home to the University of Greenland, a cathedral dating 
back to 1849, and Greenland’s National Museum. We’ll 
have a guided orientation of this bustling metropolis and 
an opportunity to visit the National Museum where the 
Qilakitsoq mummies are housed before free time to explore 
on your own. 

DAY 12: QEQQATA KOMMUNIA, GREENLAND  

There are a number of charming fishing villages along the 
west coast of Greenland. Depending on timing and sea 
conditions, we may call in at one of these communities to 
experience small town Greenlandic life, or we may navigate 
into the stunning fjords that line the coast. This is a day 
in the true spirit of expedition travel and we will avail 
ourselves of the opportunities that present themselves.  

DAY 13: KANGERLUSSUAQ, GREENLAND  

We will make our journey up spectacular Sondre 
Stromfjord, and early risers will have a chance to 
experience its beauty. Sondre Stromfjord is one of the 
longest fjords in the world and boasts 168 kilometres of 
superb scenery. Kangerlussuaq, the town at its eastern 
head, means ‘the big fjord.’  

Today we will disembark the Ocean Endeavour and make 
our way to the airport for outbound charter flights. 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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ARCTIC 
SAFARI
JULY 30 – AUGUST 10, 2017



Our classic Arctic expedition will be complimented this year by our partners at wwf-Canada 
as we travel in the company of their experts. We begin by exploring Greenland’s fjords and 
communities. The great icefjord at Ilulissat, a unesco World Heritage Site and source of the 
majority of the icebergs in the North Atlantic, is one of many highlights. Across the Davis 
Strait, the Canadian Arctic experience begins in the picturesque community of Mittimatilik 
(Pond Inlet). Along the way, we'll be learning from our onboard wwf-Canada experts.

As we head north, opportunities for polar bears, whales, and muskoxen abound on Devon 
Island and throughout Lancaster Sound, while Prince Leopold Island is one of Canada’s best 
birding areas. Abandoned rcmp and hbc posts offer a glimpse into the region’s rich history; 
at Beechey Island, we’ll pay our respects at the graves of three of Sir John Franklin’s men. 
Resolute Bay memorializes the courage of the Inuit of Canada’s Arctic.

On this trip, we will live and breathe the natural history of some of the planet’s most striking 
features as we search for the cultures and wildlife of the vast and beautiful north.

Photo credits—clockwise left to right: André Gallant, Andrew Stewart, Dennis Minty, Dennis Minty, André Gallant

This voyage is 
presented in 
support of 

WWF-Canada
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Northbound Charter Flight:  
Toronto, ON to Kangerlussuaq, 
Greenland 
Early-morning departure 
$1267 usd per person including all 
taxes and fees

Southbound Charter Flight:  
Qausuittuq (Resolute) to Ottawa, ON 
Evening arrival 
$928 usd per person including all 
taxes and fees

2017 PROPOSED ITINERARY 

Day 1:  Kangerlussuaq, Greenland

Day 2:  Sisimiut

Day 3:  Ilulissat

Day 4:  Uummannaq Fjord

Day 5:  Karrat Fjord

Day 6:  At Sea

Day 7:  Mittimatilik (Pond Inlet), NU

Day 8:  North Baffin

Day 9:  Devon Island

Day 10:  Lancaster Sound

Day 11:  Prince Leopold and Beechey 
Islands

Day 12:  Qausuittuq (Resolute)

HIGHLIGHTS

• Engage with leading experts and 
local hosts in discussion regarding 
the future of Arctic conservation

• Search for bears, whales, and 
walrus in their Arctic feeding 
grounds

• View the magnificent fjords of 
Greenland’s coast

• Marvel at the Arctic in summer 
bloom

• Cruise the seabird colony at Prince 
Leopold Island by Zodiac 

• Cross the Arctic Circle by sea

• Enjoy the expertise of our special 
guests from wwf-Canada

Photo credits: Andre Gallant and Danny Catt

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



FEATURED STAFF

LOIS SULUK 
CULTURALIST

Lois is from Arviat, the southernmost 
community in the Kivalliq Region of 
Nunavut, along the Hudson Bay coast. 
Lois is following the footprints of her 

grandparents by learning, preserving and performing Inuit 
traditional songs, and teaching about the Inuit life and culture. 
Lois has performed for Queen Elizabeth at her Diamond Jubilee 
celebrations, at the Vancouver 2010 Olympics, and other 
festivities all over the world.

CHARLOTTE MOUGET 
GEOLOGIST

Charlotte Mougeot is an environmental 
geologist and geomorphologist with more 
than twenty-five years of experience 
in Arctic and subarctic environments. 

Through many projects in the Canadian territories, Alaska, 
Tibet, and Russia, she has become a northern naturalist with an 
interest in permafrost and glaciers, northern plants and soils. 
Originally from Quebec, Charlotte is fluent in French and English. 
Charlotte is also involved with community consultation in many 
communities in Nunavut. Through her work, she has learned to 
link land, habitat, harvesting of food, community values, and 
economic objectives while taking into consideration the reality of 
remote communities.

ANDRÉ GALLANT  

PHOTOGRAPHER

André travels the world in search of 
expressive images. He is the author of 
Expressionism: Digital Dreamscapes 

and other Techniques, Destinations: A Photographer's Journey, 
Dreamscapes: Exploring Photo Montages, and Photographing 
People at Home and Around the World. He also worked on three 
books by Pierre Berton. Andre leads photography workshops 
and his work has appeared in numerous magazines (Outdoor 
Photographer, Canadian Camera, Canadian Gardening, Canadian 
Living, Gardening Life, En Route). He regularly contributes to 
Photo Life. André is the recipient of two National Magazine 
Awards.

*This is a small sample of our talented team of Resource Staff—for
a more complete list, please visit adventurecanada.com.
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DETAILED ITINERARY 

DAY 1: KANGERLUSSUAQ, GREENLAND  

Sondre Stromfjord is one of the longest fjords in the 
world and boasts 168 kilometres of superb scenery. 
Kangerlussuaq, the town at its eastern head, means ‘the big 
fjord.’ We begin our adventure by sailing down this dramatic 
fjord as the sun sets before us. 

DAY 2: SISIMIUT 

People have lived in the Sisimiut area for 4,500 years. 
These ice-free conditions in the sea around Sisimiut, 
including some of Greenland’s deepest fjords, allow us to 
sail in waters that are home to many whales and seals. We 
will visit this small town, and have an opportunity to see 
everyday life of modern Greenlanders contrasted with their 
historic site, lovingly preserved and framed by two large 
whale bones.  

DAY 3: ILULISSAT  

Venturing 250 kilometres north of the Arctic Circle we 
find the stunning coastal community of Ilulissat. Ilulissat 
translates literally into “iceberg”, and there couldn’t be 
a more fitting name. Our visit will include time in the 
colourful town and a chance to hike out to an elevated 
viewpoint where we can observe the great fields of ice. 

We will also cruise in our fleet of Zodiacs in the UNESCO 
World Heritage Site of the Ilulissat Icefjord. The icefjord is 
the outlet of the Sermeq Kujalleq Glacier, one of the most 
active and fastest moving in the world at nineteen metres 
per day—calving more than thirty-five square kilometres of 
ice annually. Because of its relative ease of accessibility, the 
glacier has been the object of scientific attention for 250 
years, and has significantly added to the understanding of 
ice-cap glaciology, climate change and related geomorphic 
processes. 

DAY 4: UUMMANNAQ FJORD 

Uummannaq Fjord in northwest Greenland is the country’s 
second-largest system of fjords. It empties into Baffin Bay 
and is characterized by its developed coastline and various 
bays, islands, and peninsulas. It is considered to be the 
sunniest spot in Greenland, and favourable weather—
coupled with proximity to coastal travel routes—has made 
the fjord system a popular destination for Greenlandic 
Inuit. It has been settled and re-settled continually for the 
last 4,500 years.  

DAY 5: KARRAT FJORD 

Today we will cruise one of Greenland’s most spectacular 
fjords, known for plentiful marine life and awe-inspiring 
landscapes. Seals use the long leads created by high winds 
in this region to hunt the rich waters of the fjord. 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



The cliffs and talus slopes within the fjord should give us 
good opportunities to see colonies of dovekies. Time spent 
on deck today should result in some good wildlife sightings, 
not to mention unbeatable photographic opportunities of 
icebergs against the majestic rock faces. 

DAY 6: AT SEA 

Our presentation series will continue as we steam across 
the Davis Strait towards Canada. While out on deck, keep 
your eyes peeled for minke and humpback whales amid 
potential pack ice, as well as the seabirds that are sure to 
mark our passage.  

DAY 7: MITTIMATILIK (POND INLET) 

Mittimatalik is a bustling Arctic community surrounded by 
one of the most beautiful landscapes in the eastern Arctic. 
We will have a chance to explore the town, including its 
excellent library and other facilities, and meet many local 
citizens who will gladly share their culture. 

We will be treated to a cultural presentation at the 
Community Hall—arts and crafts may be available here. 
Mittimatalik is a famously excellent region for viewing 
marine mammals, including the elusive narwhal.  

DAY 8: NORTH BAFFIN  

Today will be an expedition day in the truest sense as 

we navigate the fjords of northeast Baffin Island. Baffin’s 
fjords are striking, affording stunning perspectives on 
geological processes. The Ocean Endeavour is the perfect 
vessel for exploring these hidden treasures of the north, as 
her manoeuvrability and shallow draft allows her to access 
regions that would be impassable to larger vessels. We will 
be on alert for changing weather and ice conditions and 
use our judgement as to which route along the coast will be 
the most spectacular. As ever, our team will be on deck for 
the duration, searching for wildlife and contextualizing the 
mighty landscape through which we travel. 
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DAY 9: DEVON ISLAND 

Devon Island is the largest uninhabited island on earth and 
comprises over fifty thousand square kilometres. It was first 
sighted by Europeans in 1616, though it was not inhabited 
for another three hundred years with the arrival of the 
Hudson’s Bay Company. The island's geology consists of 
reddish Precambrian gneiss and Paeleozoic siltstones and 
shales; these, combined with its harsh climate, have drawn 
comparisons with the planet Mars. 

DAYS 10: LANCASTER SOUND 

We will spend two days exploring Lancaster Sound, which 
is a proposed Marine Protected Area due to the large 
populations of marine mammals, including narwhal, 
beluga and bowhead whales. There is a great selection of 
landing sites available. Weather, wildlife, and sea conditions 
will influence our choice of landing today. 

DAY 11: PRINCE LEOPOLD AND BEECHEY ISLANDS 

The tall cliffs of Prince Leopold Island are exceptional 
birding areas in the high Arctic both during the breeding 
and summering seasons. It is a breeding site for thick-billed 
murres, black-legged kittiwakes, northern fulmars, glaucous 
gulls, and black guillemots. In 1845 Sir John Franklin 
took his expedition of 129 men and two ships into the 
Wellington Channel. Not a soul returned from the fateful 
expedition, and it was two years before search parties were 

launched. Aside from the bodies of the three souls buried 
here, only relics were found as clues to the disappearance. 
The three graves found at Beechey Island left no indication 
as to the fate of the rest of the British party—until recently. 
In the autumn of 2014, Canadian archaeologists discovered 
remnants of the hms Erebus in the frozen waters of 
the Northwest Passage. And in the fall of 2016, further 
searching led to the discovery of Franklin’s second ship: the 
Terror. 

DAY 12: QAUSUITTUQ (RESOLUTE), NU 

Qausuittuq, or “place with no dawn” is truly the land of 
the midnight sun—daylight persists constantly from 
about April 29 to August 13 each year. Archaeological 
evidence, points to at least three stages of occupation at 
Qausuittuq by Dorset, Thule and advanced Thule people. 
The community’s English name, Resolute Bay is in honour 
of the hms Resolute, one of the ships in the Franklin 
search expedition commanded by Captain H.T. Austin. In 
1953, Inuit from Inukjuak, Québec, and Mittimatalik were 
relocated to Qausuittuq by the Canadian government. 

Today we will disembark the Ocean Endeavour and transfer 
to the airport for our return flights. 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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INTO THE 
NORTHWEST PASSAGE
AUGUST 22 – SEPTEMBER 7, 2017



The Northwest Passage represents the pinnacle of Arctic exploration. On this trip, like the explorers before us, 
we’ll experience the quaint villages, dramatic fjords, and calving glaciers of Greenland, working our way north 
to spectacular Kap York. Then, crossing Smith Sound, we’ll visit Aujuittuq (Grise Fiord), Canada’s northernmost 
community, and pay respects at the Franklin Expedition graves at Beechey Island. Melville, Banks, and Devon 
Islands offer opportunities to spot Peary caribou, polar bear, walrus, and muskoxen—and for visits to ghostly 
rcmp and Hudson’s Bay Company posts. The Prince of Wales Strait affords a passage to Amundsen Gulf and our 
destination: Kugluktuk (Coppermine), the end of our epic journey above the Arctic Circle.

To sail the Northwest Passage is to sail living history and meet the Inuit who have called this remarkable place 
home for generations. Join the ranks of the fearless adventurers who have been lured by its spirit and legend.

Photo credits—clockwise left to right: Jason Van Bruggen, Dennis Minty. Michelle Valberg, Michelle Valberg 56
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2017 PROPOSED ITINERARY 

Day 1:  Kangerlussuaq, Greenland
Day 2:  Sisimiut
Day 3:  Ilulissat
Day 4:  Karrat Fjord
Day 5:  Melville Bay
Day 6:  Kap York
Day 7:  Smith Sound
Day 8:  Aujuittuq (Grise Fiord), NU
Day 9:  Coburg Island
Day 10:  Devon Island
Day 11:  Beechey Island
Day 12:  Bathurst Island 
Day 13:  Melville Island
Day 14:  Banks Island, NT
Day 15:  Prince of Wales Strait
Day 16:  Ulukhaktok (Holman)
Day 17:  Kugluktuk (Coppermine), NU

2017 POTENTIAL 
ALTERNATE ITINERARY  

Day 13:  Parry Channel and Peel 
Sound 

Day 14:  Usqsuqtuuq (Gjøa Haven)
Day 15:  Queen Maud Gulf
Day 16:  Coronation Gulf
Day 17:  Kugluktuk (Coppermine), NU 

HIGHLIGHTS

• Sail this legendary route aboard a
small, ice-class expedition vessel

• Visit ancient sites of the Thule and
Dorset people with our onboard
archaeologist

• Photograph birds and wildlife in
their stunning natural habitat

• Marvel at the Ilulissat Icefjord,
where 90% of the North Atlantic’s
icebergs are born

• Learn about Inuit communities,
culture and worldview first hand

• Visit Aujuittuq (Grise Fiord)
Canada's Northern most civilian
community

• See haunting artifacts of the
northern explorers, hbc, and rcmp

Northbound Charter Flight:  
Toronto, ON to Kangerlussuaq, 
Greenland 
Early-morning departure 
$1,400 usd per person including all 
taxes and fees

Southbound Charter Flight:  
Kugluktuk (Coppermine), NU to 
Edmonton, AB 
Evening arrival 
$955 usd per person including all 
taxes and fees

Photo credits: Dennis Minty (this page),  Michelle Valberg (right)

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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FEATURED STAFF

IAN TAMBLYN  
HOST & MUSICIAN

Ian Tamblyn began writing songs, short 
stories and plays at the age of seventeen 
in Thunder Bay, Ontario. Since that time 
he has recorded thirty-four albums—all 

but two on his own label North Track. Many of his songs have 
been recorded by other artists and he has received and been 
nominated for several awards: most recently, English Songwriter 
of the year for 2010 from the Canadian Folk Music Awards for 
Gyre. Ian recently completed work on the third part of his “four 
coast project”, this one focusing on the Arctic coast. This record, 
Walking the Bones, was released in June 2011. Ian regularly 
performs across Canada. He lives in Old Chelsea, Quebec.

CAROLYN MALLORY 
BOTANIST

Carolyn is a field botanist and writer 
whose book, Common Insects of Nunavut, 
was published in December 2011. It is a 
follow-up to the popular Common Plants 

of Nunavut, co-written with Susan Aiken. Carolyn can always 
be recognized on activities off  the ship as she is usually looking 
down at the amazing Arctic world from a few centimetres above 
the permafrost. She has three children, four dogs, five cats, one 
cockatiel, and a lizard. Carolyn and her husband Mark made the 
move from Iqaluit to Canada’s east coast after living in the Arctic 
for twelve years.

 

Photo credit: Dennis Minty
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DAVID PELLY  
CULTURALIST

As a writer, David’s work has been largely 
based on Inuit traditional knowledge he 
collected over the past thirty years. He 
has published eight books and countless 

articles about the north, the land, its history, and its people. His 
recent book, Sacred Hunt, is about the profound relationship 
between Inuit and seals. He has worked with biologists and 
archaeologists, developed and written documentary films, served 
as co-curator of Inuit art exhibitions, and assisted with numerous 
community cultural projects across Nunavut. An adventurer in 
his own right, he has also led several dozen northern expeditions, 
travelling by canoe and by dog team for thousands of kilometres 
in the Arctic wilderness.

LAURIE PELLY 
LAND CLAIM SPECIALIST

Laurie’s attachment to Canada’s North 
began in 1989 with a canoe trip through 
the central barrenlands Thelon Wildlife 
Sanctuary. This northern exposure led to 

Laurie’s becoming an Arctic canoeing enthusiast and, indirectly, 
to switching careers from corporate lawyer in New York City to 
legal counsel for Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated, the non-profit 
organization which represents the Inuit of Nunavut. Since 1994, 
Laurie’s work at nti has encompassed a wide range of issues as 

she represents the Inuit at the international, federal, territorial 
and local levels. Laurie lived in Cambridge Bay and now resides 
in Ottawa, but continues to travel regularly in the North.

ROBERT COMEAU  
CULTURALIST

Robert hails from Iqaluit and is currently 
studying History and Political Science at 
Carleton University. He has lived in all four 
corners of Canada and has experienced the 

west coast, the prairies, the east coast, and Ottawa. For Robert, 
the Arctic will always be home. He strongly believes that youth 
should be not only participating in the dialogue but helping also 
helping direct this dialogue. Robert works with organizations such 
as the Ottawa Inuit Children’s Centre to help improve the overall 
quality of life for Inuit and ensure that youth in the Arctic have 
opportunities to have their voices heard.

*This is a small sample of our talented team of Resource Staff—for
a more complete list, please visit adventurecanada.com.
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DETAILED ITINERARY 

DAY 1: KANGERLUSSUAQ 

Sondre Stromfjord is one of the longest fjords in the 
world and boasts 168 kilometres of superb scenery. 
Kangerlussuaq, the town at its eastern head, means ‘the big 
fjord.’ 

We begin our adventure by sailing down this dramatic fjord 
as the sun sets before us. 

DAY 2: SISIMIUT 

The second-largest town in Greenland, Sisimiut has been 
inhabited for the last 4,500 years, first by the the Saqqaq, 
the Dorset, and then by the Thule (the ancestors of today's 
Inuit). Their descendants form the majority of its present-
day population of some 6,000 inhabitants. It is the largest 
business centre north of Nuuk and the fastest-growing town 
in Greenland.  

DAY 3: ILULISSAT 

Ilulissat translates literally into “iceberg”, and there couldn’t 
be a more fitting name. Our visit will include time in the 
colourful town and a chance to hike out along a boardwalk 
to an elevated viewpoint where we can observe the great 
fields of ice. We will also cruise in our fleet of Zodiacs in 
the UNESCO World Heritage Site of the Ilulissat Icefjord. 

The Sermeq Kujalleq Glacier is one of the most active and 
fastest moving in the world at nineteen metres per day 
and calving more than thirty-five square kilometres of 
ice annually. The glacier has been the object of scientific 
attention for 250 years. 

DAY 4: KARRAT FJORD 

Today we will cruise one of Greenland’s most spectacular 
fjords, known for plentiful marine life, plentiful icebergs 
and inspiring landscapes. Seals use the long leads created 
by high winds in this region to hunt the rich waters of the 
fjord. The cliffs and talus slopes within the fjord should 
give us good opportunities to see colonies of dovekies. 
Time spent on deck today should result in some good 
wildlife sightings, not to mention unbeatable photographic 
opportunities of the majestic rock faces. 

DAY 5: MELVILLE BAY 

To the north of the Upernavik Archipelago, Melville Bay 
opens to the southwest into Baffin Bay. Its Kalaallisut name, 
Qimusseriarsuaq, means “the great dog sledding place”. Ice 
does not clear from the bay each summer and it is totally 
isolated and uninhabited. Because of local winds and 
extensive ice, Melville Bay is the site of dramatic landscape 
views. We will make an expedition stop in here today, and 
experience the landscape firsthand.  

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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DAY 6: KAP YORK 

The rugged coastal environment at Kap York is rich in 
wildlife and part of an extensive network of traditional 
hunting grounds. During the spring and summer months 
the skies and cliffs are dotted with millions of birds, 
primarily auks and murres. This district boasts the largest 
seabird population in northwest Greenland. Whalers and 
explorers often entered these waters; Admiral Robert 
Peary’s family raised a monument in honour of his 
achievements on the cape. Sailors’ and ships’ logs record 
multiple climbs of the cape in order to survey the ice 
conditions in Qimusseriarsuaq (Melville Bay). 

DAY 7: SMITH SOUND 

We will spend a day exploring this fabled body of water 
that served as the main route for explorers and adventurers 
searching for the North Pole. Adolphus Greely, Sir George 
Nares and Elisha Kent Kane all travelled these waters 
with varying degrees of success. The Sound was named 
by William Baffin after Sir Thomas Smythe, promoter of 
voyages to find a Northwest Passage. 

Between forty-eight and seventy-two kilometres wide—and 
eighty-eight kilometres long—Smith Sound is often packed 
with ice and provides favourable conditions for wildlife 
viewing. 

DAY 8: AUJUITTUQ (GRISE FIORD), NU 

Aujuittuq means ‘place that never thaws.’ It is an apt name 
for this peaceful hamlet, 1,150 kilometres above the Arctic 
Circle—Canada’s northernmost civilian community. We’ll 
be welcomed by the population of about 165. Our activities 
will centre in the village where we will have a chance to 
meet members of the community and learn about their way 
of life. 

DAY 9: COBURG ISLAND  

At the entrance to Jones Sound is Coburg Island, whose 
spectacular seabird cliffs are a designated National Wildlife 
Area. Thirty thousand pairs of black-legged kittiwakes and 
160,000 pairs of thick-billed murres crowd the rocky ledges 
on this island, which is itself almost completely covered by 
an ice cap. 

DAY 10: DEVON ISLAND 

Devon Island is the largest uninhabited island on earth 
and comprises over fifty thousand square kilometres. It 
was first sighted by Europeans in 1616, though they never 
set up a base here until the arrival of the Hudson’s Bay 
Company, 300 years later. The island's geology consists of 
reddish Precambrian gneiss and Paeleozoic siltstones and 
shales; these, combined with its harsh climate, have drawn 
comparisons with the planet Mars. 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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DAY 11: BEECHEY ISLAND 

In 1845 Sir John Franklin took his expedition of 129 men 
and two ships into the Wellington Channel. Not a soul 
returned from the fateful expedition. It was two years 
before search parties were launched. Aside from the 
bodies of three souls buried here, only relics were found 
as clues to the disappearance. The three graves found 
at Beechey Island left no indication as to the fate of the 
rest of the British party. In the autumn of 2014, Canadian 
archaeologists discovered remnants of the HMS Erebus 
in the frozen waters of the Northwest Passage, a discovery 
that re-galvanized interest in the fabled region. In the fall 
of 2016, further searching led to the discovery of Franklin’s 
second ship: the Terror. 

DAY 12: BATHURST ISLAND 

Good soil conditions and a rare wetland environment 
produce abundant vegetation here, making Bathurst a 
major calving area for the endangered Peary caribou. Here 
we also find the Polar Bear Pass National Wildlife Area, a 
migratory route for polar bears from March to November. 
We hope to encounter both as we explorer the southern 
shore of this rarely-visited island. 

DAY 13: MELVILLE ISLAND 

British explorer Sir William Parry first visited Melville 
Island in 1819. Not only did he discover the island; ice 
forced him to spend the winter in 1820 at what is now 

called ‘Winter Harbour’. The island is named for Robert 
Dundas, second Viscount Melville, who was First Sea Lord 
at the time. Melville Island is one of two major breeding 
grounds for a small sea goose, the western High Arctic 
Brant. DNA analysis and field observations suggest that 
these birds may be distinct from other Brant stocks. 
Numbering only about 9,000 birds, this is one of the rarest 
goose stocks in the world. 

DAY 14: BANKS ISLAND 

In 1820, Sir William Parry named Banks Island in honour 
of British naturalist and botanist Sir Joseph Banks. Two 
federal Migratory Bird Sanctuaries were founded in here 
in 1961.The island is home to two thirds of the world’s 
population of lesser snow geese, and also supports barren-
ground caribou, polar bears, and birds like robins and 
swallows. The first grizzly-polar bear hybrid found in the 
wild was sighted here in April 2006, near Ikaahuk (Sachs 
Harbour). Musk ox, numbering over 40,000, are the most 
striking of the abundant wildlife on the island. 

DAY 15: PRINCE OF WALES STRAIT 

Prince of Wales Strait is part of the Arctic Ocean, extending 
northeastward for 275 kilometres from the Amundsen 
Gulf to Viscount Melville Sound and separating Banks and 
Victoria Islands. It was discovered in 1850 by Irish explorer 
Robert McClure, who came within sight of Viscount 
Melville Sound before heavy ice forced him to turn back. 
Named after Albert Edward, then the Prince of Wales, the 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



strait was not navigated by modern vessels until the RCMP 
patrol of Sgt. Larsen in 1944. 

 DAY 16: ULUKHAKTOK (HOLMAN) 

Found on the west side of Victoria Island, a Hudson’s Bay 
Company post was opened at Prince Albert Sound in 1923, 
moved to Walker Bay in 1928 and finally to Ulukhaktok in 
1939. The large bluff that overlooks the town was the source 
that provided the slate and copper used to make ulus—
traditional Inuit knives—and gives the community its name. 
Printmaking is popular here, as are beautifully intricate 
pieces carved from the horns of the abundant local musk ox 
population. The musk ox also provide the community with 
qiviut, one of the warmest and most luxurious fibres in the 
world, used to make all manner of clothing and coverings. 

DAY 17: KUGLUKTUK (COPPERMINE) 

Located at the mouth of the Coppermine River, southwest 
of Victoria Island on the Coronation Gulf, Kugluktuk is 
the western most community in Nunavut. Coppermine 
reverted to its original Inuinnaqtun name—Kugluktuk, 
meaning “place of moving waters”—on January 1st, 1996. 
The Coppermine River is designated a Canadian Heritage 
River for the important role it played as an exploration and 
fur trade route. Copper deposits along the river attracted 
the first explorers to the area. Today we will disembark the 
Ocean Endeavour and make our way to the airport to meet 
our charter flights home.
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OUT OF THE 
NORTHWEST 
PASSAGE
AN EXCLUSIVE VISIT WITH PARKS CANADA

SEPTEMBER 7 – 23, 2017
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The Northwest Passage remains one of the world’s last true frontiers, and this expedition takes you to its heart. 
Presented in proud partnership with Parks Canada, this remarkable voyage will feature visits to some of Canada’s 
most spectacular and remote wilderness areas. In exploring Qausuittuq, Simirlik and Auyuittuq national parks, we 
will gain a new respect for these protected areas as we experience the landscape, history and wildlife in the company 
of Parks Canada experts. 

Parks Canada has also offered us a rare opportunity to visit the hms Erebus National Historic Site. Here, we will have 
the chance to interact with their underwater archaeology team—while they are working! A live feed means we will be 
witnessing new discoveries and receive interpretation as it unfolds.

This epic voyage also offers visits to remote northern communities, expeditions to seek out Arctic wildlife in their 
stunning natural habitats, and Zodiac cruises—featuring glaciers calving and icebergs towering in deep fjords. We 
will spend our time above the Arctic circle in true expedition style, searching for the aurora borealis and magnificent 
sea ice as we sail the paths of history.

Photo credits—clockwise left to right: Scott Forsyth, Parks Canada, Scott Forsyth, Scott Forsyth, Scott Forsyth
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TERRITORIES

Erebus 
Site

• Visit the historic graves of the ill-
fated Franklin Expedition

• Cruise the Ilulissat Icefjord, a unesco
World Heritage Site and home to the
world's fastest-moving glacier

• See the northern lights in all their
majesty

Northbound Charter Flight: 
Edmonton, AB to Kugluktuk 
(Coppermine), NU 
Early morning flight 

$955 usd per person including all taxes 
and fees

Southbound Charter Flight:  
Kangerlussuaq, Greenland to Toronto, 
ON 
Evening arrival

$1,400 usd per person including all 
taxes and fees

HIGHLIGHTS

• Visit some of Canada’s largest and 
most remote national parks, in the 
company of representatives of Parks 
Canada in celebration of Canada’s 
sesquicentennial

• Explore Qausuittuq National Park 
aboard the first expedition vessel to 
visit the park

• Travel the route that has enchanted 
explorers for centuries

• Enjoy visits to vibrant Inuit 
communities

• Find and photograph the wild 
creatures of the Arctic wilderness, 
with excellent opportunities to 
encounter whales and polar bears 

2017 PROPOSED ITINERARY 

Day 1: 

Day 2: 

Day 3: 

Day 4: 

Day 5–6: 

 Day 7: 

Day 8: 

Day 9: 

Day 10: 

Day 11: 

Day 12: 

Day 13: 

Day 14: 

Day 15: 

Day 16: 

Day 17: 

 Kugluktuk (Coppermine) 

 Coronation Gulf

 Wreck of the hms Erebus 

 Usqsuqtuuq 
(Gjøa Haven)  

 Peel Sound and 
Parry Channel 

 Qausuittuq National Park 

 Beechey Island

 Sirmilik National Park  

Mittimatalik (Pond Inlet)  

Northeast Baffin Island  

Auyuittuq National Park  

East Baffin Island

 At Sea

Ilulissat

 Itilleq Fjord 

 Kangerlussuaq, GreenlandPhoto credit: Scott Forsyth

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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FEATURED STAFF

DAVID NEWLAND  
HOST

Writer, performer and emcee David 
Newland was named a Fellow of the 
Royal Canadian Geographical Society in 
2015, a distinction that reflects a lifelong 

passion for exploring Canadian landscapes and stories. Drawing 
inspiration from his work and travels from coast to coast to coast, 
David’s most recent record, Give It A Whirl has earned airplay 
on cbc, Galaxie, and folk radio nationwide. David is currently 

touring with The Northwest Passage in Story and Song, a musical 
presentation based on his continuing journeys to the High Arctic 
as a Zodiac driver, musician, and host.

LYNN MOORMAN 
GEOSCIENTIST

Lynn is a Governor of the Royal Canadian 
Geographical Society and the post-
secondary representative on the Canadian 

Photo credits: Matthew Swan, Scott Forsyth
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Geographic Education committee, working to improve geoliteracy 
and support teaching and learning of geography and geographic 
skills across the country. She is an Associate Professor at Mount 
Royal University in Calgary in the Department of Earth and 
Environmental Sciences, where she conducts research on spatial 
thinking and teaches about landscapes, spatial analysis, and 
geotechnologies—including earth observation, gps, and mapping 
(Digital Earth and gis). Lynn’s love of geography has been the 
catalyst for her travels and work opportunities around the world. 
Her field work experience encompasses a wide range of topics 
and regions, from interpreting glaciated landscapes in the Arctic, 
to investigating erosion on the hills in northern Vietnam. She 
loves to explore, both on foot and through the eyes of technology, 
and can think of no better way of learning about these coastal 
environments than being out there in the Zodiac!

DAVID REID  
ARCTIC EXPLORER

The last Scottish recruit for the Hudson’s 
Bay Company, David moved from Glasgow 
to Canadian Arctic in 1989 and made 
the move to Mittimatalik (Pond Inlet) in 

North Baffin Island in 1991. For the past fifteen years, he has 
been involved in the adventure travel business and has since led, 
organized or participated in more than 260 Arctic and Antarctic 
expeditions. Experienced and comfortable exploring the polar 
regions, David’s passion and enthusiasm for sharing everything 
to do with ice and snow with passengers helps people understand 

just how unique and precious our polar regions are. A member of 
The International Explorers Club, David travels extensively in the 
off-season, working on a variety of projects as well as promoting 
and marketing the Baffin region, Nunavut, and Arctic Canada.

JOHN HOUSTON 
CULTURALIST

John spent the first seven years of his life in 
the Arctic at Cape Dorset, Baffin Island. He 
studied art in Paris and graduated from Yale 
University in 1975; that same year, he took 

up the position of Art Advisor to the Pangnirtung Co-operative's 
printmaking project. Over the next five years, while mastering 
Inuktitut, he brought out four print collections and wrote the 
story for a documentary, Art of the Arctic Whalemen, directed 
by his father James Houston. After Pangnirtung, he was off on 
a 20,000-mile trip across the North, casting Inuit for Never Cry 
Wolf, on which he later served as First Assistant Director. With 
the proceeds from that film, John established the Houston North 
Gallery in Lunenburg, Nova Scotia with the help of his mother, the 
late Alma Houston. John completed the Arctic trilogy with Diet 
of Souls, an intimate look at the relationship between Inuit and 
animals.

*This is a small sample of our talented team of Resource Staff—for
a more complete list, please visit adventurecanada.com.
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DETAILED ITINERARY 

DAY 1: KUGLUKTUK (COPPERMINE) 

Located at the mouth of the Coppermine River, southwest 
of Victoria Island on the Coronation Gulf, Kugluktuk is the 
westernmost community in Nunavut. Coppermine reverted 
to its original Inuinnaqtun name—Kugluktuk, meaning 
“place of moving waters”—on January 1st, 1996. The 
Coppermine River itself is designated a Canadian Heritage 
River for the important role it played as an exploration and 
fur trade route. Copper deposits along the river attracted 
the first explorers to the area. 

Because the tundra is close to the tree line, a variety of 
wildlife can be viewed in the area, including grizzly bears, 
wolverines and moose, as well as tundra wildlife, such as 
musk ox, caribou, foxes, and wolves.  

DAY 2: CORONATION GULF 

Located between Victoria Island and the Arctic coast of 
mainland Canada, the Coronation Gulf is an extensive body 
of water that is linked to the Arctic Ocean via the Dolphin 
and Union Strait on the west and by the Dease Strait and 
Queen Maud Gulf on the east.  

The gulf was named in 1821 by John Franklin in honour 
of the coronation of King George IV. The environment and 
Inuit cultural history of the region was studied by Rudolph 
Anderson and Diamond Jenness in 1916 as part of the 

Canadian Arctic Expedition. We will be exploring the area, 
and making an opportunistic expedition stop. 

DAY 3: THE WRECK OF THE HMS EREBUS 

The HMS Erebus was a Hecla-class bomb vessel, built in 
Wales in 1826. She was named after the dark region in 
Hades of Greek mythology and weighed 372 tons. The ship 
took part in the Ross Expedition from 1839 to 1843, and 
was abandoned during the legendary Franklin Expedition 
after becoming icebound during an attempt to locate the 
fabled Northwest Passage. Her sunken wreck had actually 
been designated a National Historic Site prior to being 
located in September of 2014 by a Parks Canada 
underwater archaeology team. 

Here, we will have the chance to interact with their 
underwater archaeology team—while they are working! A 
live feed means we will be witnessing new discoveries and 
receive interpretation as it unfolds.

DAY 4: USQSUQTUUQ (GJØA HAVEN)  

In 1903, explorer Roald Amundsen, while looking for 
the Northwest Passage, sailed through the James Ross 
Strait and stopped at a natural harbour on the island’s 
south coast. Unable to proceed due to sea ice, he spent the 
winters of 1903–04 and 1904–05 at Usqsuqtuuq. While 
there, he learned Arctic living skills from the local 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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Netsilik Inuit, skills that would later prove invaluable in 
his Antarctic explorations. He used his ship, Gjøa, as a 
base for explorations in the summer of 1904, sledding the 
Boothia Peninsula and travelling to the magnetic North 
Pole. Usqsuqtuuq offers a lot to its visitors, including he 
Northwest Passage Territorial Historic Park, where visitors 
can learn about the voyages of explorers such as Frobisher, 
Ross, and Franklin. Also, there is a 9-hole golf course, 
known to be Canada’s most northerly course. Although 
Usqsuqtuuq is becoming more modern, many traditional 
Inuit activities are still being enjoyed, including throat 
singing, drum dancing, and hunting.  

DAY 5–6: PEEL SOUND AND PARRY CHANNEL 

As we head north up Peel Sound, we get into serious polar 
bear country and will be on the lookout for good spotting 
opportunities. Parry Channel is named after Arctic explorer 
William Edward Parry who got as far as Melville Island in 
1819 before being blocked by ice at McClure Strait.  

Depending on ice conditions, we may make expedition 
stops along the way among the spectacular landscapes, 
a perfect setting for hiking and exploring the geological 
diversity of the area.  

DAY 7: QAUSUITTUQ NATIONAL PARK 

Parks Canada and the Qikiqtani Inuit Association (QIA) 
worked together with the community of Resolute Bay to 
create this new national park on Bathurst Island. After a 

local contest, the name of the park was selected: Qausuittuq 
means “place where the sun doesn’t rise”. During the winter 
months, the sun stays below the horizon for several months 
at a time. It is a traditional Inuit hunting ground, a vast 
habitat for the endangered Peary caribou, and a pristine 
example of Arctic wilderness. 

Ocean Endeavour passengers will be the first expedition 
vessel to visit the park since its opening in 2015. Parks 
Canada is excited to be providing this opportunity, and 
travellers will set precedent for travel to this region by 
exploring the untouched areas and helping to establish 
new criteria to govern future sustainable land use. Today 
represents an unparalleled opportunity to experience the 
true spirit of expedition, and become a part of Qausuittuq’s 
future. 

DAY 8: BEECHEY ISLAND  

In 1845 Sir John Franklin took his expedition of 129 men 
and two ships into the Wellington Channel. Not a soul 
returned from the fateful expedition. It was two years 
before search parties were launched. Aside from the 
bodies of three souls buried here, only relics were found 
as clues to the disappearance. The three graves found 
at Beechey Island left no indication as to the fate of the 
rest of the British party. In the autumn of 2014, Canadian 
archaeologists discovered remnants of the HMS Erebus in 
the frozen waters of the Northwest Passage, and in 2015, her 
sister ship—the Terror—was similarly located. 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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DAY 9: SIRMILIK NATIONAL PARK 

Sirmilik National Park, located in the Qikiqtaaluk region 
of Nunavut, is known as “the place of glaciers” in Inuktitut. 
It is composed of three areas: most of Bylot Island, Oliver 
Sound, and Baffin Island’s Borden Peninsula. Beluga 
whales, seals, walruses, Peary caribou, Arctic foxes, Arctic 
hares, and wolves all call the area home—and the park is 
a migratory area for narwhals. A major seabird colony is 
found in Baillarge Bay and Bylot Island, the latter of which 
contains a rare colony of greater snow geese. The local 
glacial activity is of particular note, as are the sedimentary 
remains they deposits in the sea, leading to stunningly 
opaque, azure waters. Though the area became a national 
park in 2001, it continues to be inhabited by the Inuit who 
continue to hunt and fish the area as their ancestors did. 

DAY 10: MITTIMATALIK (POND INLET) 

Mittimatalik is a bustling Arctic community surrounded by 
one of the most beautiful landscapes in the eastern Arctic. 
We will have a chance to explore the town, including its 
excellent library and other facilities, and meet many local 
citizens who will gladly share their culture. Mittimatalik is a 
famous region for viewing marine mammals, including the 
elusive narwhal.  

DAY 11: NORTHEAST BAFFIN FJORDS 

This day will be an expedition in the truest sense as we 
navigate the fjords of northeast Baffin Island. Baffin’s 

fjords are striking, affording stunning perspectives on 
geological processes. The Ocean Endeavour is the perfect 
vessel for exploring these hidden treasures of the north, as 
her manoeuvrability and shallow draft allows her to access 
regions that would be impassable to larger vessels. We will 
be on alert for changing weather and ice conditions and 
use our judgement as to which route along the coast will be 
the most spectacular. As ever, our team will be on deck for 
the duration, searching for wildlife and contextualizing the 
mighty landscape through which we travel. 

DAY 12: AUYUITTUQ NATIONAL PARK 

Located on the Cumberland Peninsula, Auyuittuq National 
Park (“the land that never melts”) transitioned from a 
national park reserve to a full national park in 2000. It is 
home to little vegetation, although plants like mountain 
avens and saxifrage eke out lives on the barren terrain. Only 
twelve species of mammal call this remarkable area home 
due to the exceptionally low vegetation supply. Auyuittuq 
is noted for spectacular fjords, glaciers, and ice fields—it is 
these features that will be the subject of our visit as we take 
in the area over the course of a expedition day. 

DAY 13: EAST BAFFIN 

Today we will explore the eastern coast of Baffin Island 
or Qikiqtaaluk, the largest island in Canada and the fifth 
largest island in the world, with a population of over 11,000. 
Named after English explorer William Baffin, it is likely that 
the island was known to Pre-Columbian Norse of Greenland 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



and Iceland during the eleventh century, and presumed 
to be the Helluland of the Viking sagas. The coastline of 
Baffin Island is highly indented, particularly on the east 
and north. Large bays such as those of Frobisher Bay and 
Cumberland Sound are the largest and cut deeply into the 
southeast coast. The island's immensity and bewildering 
coastline confused early explorers and concealed its 
geography until recent times. It was likely here that one of 
the great ice sheets that covered most of Canada originated 
some 18,000 years ago, and ice lingered on the island until 
almost 1500 years ago; vast areas are still sheathed in ice 
year-round. Today, the Penny Ice Cap and the Barnes Ice 
Cap are the largest ice caps on the island they are both 
remnants of the Laurentide ice sheet that once covered 
much of the North American continent. Both are currently 
in a state of retreat. 

DAY 14: AT SEA

Today our presentation series will kick into high gear as 
we steam across the Davis Strait, bound for the spectacular 
Greenlandic coast. Expect to participate in workshops, 
engage in discussions and hear expert reflection on the 
journey thus far, and a look forward to the exciting trip 
finale that awaits.

DAY 15: ILULISSAT 

Ilulissat translates literally into “iceberg”, and there couldn’t 
be a more fitting name for this stunning coastal community. 
Our visit will include time in the colourful town and 

a chance to hike out along a boardwalk to an elevated 
viewpoint where we can observe the great fields of ice. We 
will also cruise in our fleet of Zodiacs through the UNESCO 
World Heritage Site of the Ilulissat Icefjord. The Icefjord 
is home to the Sermeq Kujalleq Glacier, the most active 
and fastest moving glacier in the world at nineteen metres 
per day, calving more than thirty-five square kilometers of 
ice annually. The glacier has been the object of scientific 
attention for 250 years.  

DAY 16: ITILLEQ FJORD 

The west Greenland coastline is a rich mixture of 
fishing communities, many islands and complex coastal 
waterways. We will be making an expedition stop here to 
explore the Greenlandic landscape.  

DAY 17: KANGERLUSSUAQ 

We will make our journey down spectacular Sondre 
Stromfjord, and early risers will have a chance to 
experience its beauty. Sondre Stromfjord is one of the 
longest fjords in the world and boasts 168 kilometres of 
superb scenery! Kangerlussuaq, the town at its eastern 
head, means ‘the big fjord.’  

We will disembark the Ocean Endeavour and make our way 
to the airport to meet our charter flights home. 
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GREENLAND & 
WILD LABRADOR
AN EXCLUSIVE VISIT WITH PARKS CANADA
SEPTEMBER 23 – OCTOBER 7, 2017 
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This extraordinary sailing showcases staggering geographic diversity, from head of Sondre Stromfjord in 
Greenland all the way to St. John’s, NL.  Covering over 2,200 nautical miles, our program will encompass four 
distinct Canadian National Parks and is designed for the appreciation of awe-inspiring landscapes, and to foster 
a deep understanding of the cultural connections to the land. We set out along the western coast of Greenland, 
calling at Nuuk, one of the world’s northernmost capital cities, and exploring one of the many fjords for which 
the area is famed. Across the Davis Strait in Canada, we visit the the stunning Torngat Mountains National Park. 
Here, at edge of the vast Canadian shield massive mountains tumble down to the Atlantic Ocean in one of the 
most dramatic seascapes in Canada. The Torngat Mountains National Park is the first and only National Park in 
Canada to be staffed completely by Inuit.  Northern Labrador has to be seen to be believed—and we will do just 
that, via daily Zodiac expeditions and organized hiking. 

As we move further south, we'll visit the newly created Akami-Uapishk-KakKasuak-Mealy Mountains National 
Park Reserve, Canada's 46th National Park. Encompassing 10,700 square kilometres, the park is the largest in 
eastern Canada. Crossing over to Newfoundland, we'll pay our respects to North America’s Viking visitors at 
L’Anse aux Meadows. While in Newfoundland, we'll call in at a outport community and explore Terra Nova 
National Park before ending our voyage  in historic St. John’s.

Photo credits—clockwise left to right: Cedar Swan, Dennis Minty, Scott Sporleder, Michelle Valberg, Jean Weller
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GREENLAND

2017 PROPOSED ITINERARY 

Day 1:  Kangerlussuaq, 
Greenland

Day 2:  Qeqqata Kommunia

Day 3:  Nuuk

Day 4:  At Sea—Davis Strait

Day 5:  Kangiqsualujjuaq 
(George River), QC

Day 6–8  Torngat Mountatins 
National Park, NL

Day 9:  Hebron

Day 10:  Nain

Day 11–12:  Labrador Coast

Day 13:  L'Anse Aux Meadows

Day 14: Terra Nova National Park

Day 15:  St. John's

HIGHLIGHTS

• Cross the Arctic circle while sailing
a spectacular Greenlandic fjord

• Hike the pristine wilds of the
Torngat Mountains National Park

• Search for polar bear and black bear
along the rugged Labrador coast

• Enjoy an exclusive welcome as
the first visitors to the Torngâsok
Cultural Centre in Nain

• Set foot on the fabled
Wonderstrands from the Viking
sagas

• Search for eagles, osprey and
marine life in ecologically rich
waters of Newman Sound and Terra
Nova National Park

Charter Flight: 

Toronto to Kangerlussuaq 
Early-morning departure 
$1,095 usd per person including all 
taxes and fees

Photo credits: Dennis Minty

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



FEATURED STAFF

DAVE PADDON  
STORYTELLER / RECITATIONIST

Dave Paddon hails originally from 
Northwest River in central Labrador. He is 
descended from two generations of pioneer 
doctors/nurses who traveled the Labrador 

coast by dogteam in the winter and auxiliary ketch in the summer 
providing medical services and building the social infrastructure 
which was so badly needed at the time. Perhaps in a spirit of 
rebelliousness Dave chose aviation over medicine and flew fixed-
wing aircraft as well as helicopters over the same territory in the 
late seventies and early eighties. He now flies for Air Canada 
and lives in St. John's with his wife Kim. Dave is well-known 
throughout the province for his recitations and stories.

 
MARIA MERKURATSUK   
CULTURALIST

Maria was born in Nain, but raised on 
the land with her family. She obtained 
two diplomas in Social Work and Heavy 
Equipment. Maria teaches traditional and 

cultural values and holds workshops on cleaning and preparing 
sealskins, sewing of traditional clothing and crafts, and the 
Inuktitut language. She is a polar bear monitor in the Torngat 
Mountains National Park and loves experiencing all of what life 
has to offer—especially out on the land.

 
TOM GORDON   
HISTORIAN / MUSICIAN

Tom is a music historian, arts 
administrator, and inveterate wanderer. He 
has travelled Newfoundland and Larbador's 
coasts and trails since 1969, drawn back 

time and time again by its unforgettable landscapes and people. 
Over the last two decades, he has worked with the Inuit musicians 
along the Moravian coast to document their unique traditions 
on film and audio recordings. Tom was the director of Memorial 
University's school of music from 2000 to 2010, and is now 
Professor Emeritus.

DERRICK POTTLE
CULTURALIST

Derrick Pottle was born and raised in 
Rigolet, Labrador and lives a traditional 
Inuk lifestyle as a hunter and gatherer; he 
loves being out on the land. He still hunts 

and prepares caribou, seal, polar bear, fox, and wolf hides in the 
traditional Inuit way. He is a stone carver and is experienced in 
the challenges of long-distance travel in and around Nunatsiavut 
and Nunavik. While in town, Derrick teaches stone carving to 
students and adults, and has a company which teaches bear 
safety and traditional Inuit survival skills to the public. Derrick is 
a husband, father of two, and has three grandchildren.

*This is a small sample of our talented team of Resource Staff—for 
a more complete list, please visit adventurecanada.com.
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DETAILED ITINERARY 

DAY 1: KANGERLUSSUAQ, GREENLAND 

After our flight from Toronto, we will embark the Ocean 
Endeavour and make our way down spectacular Sondre 
Stromfjord, for a chance to experience its beauty. Sondre 
Stromfjord is one of the longest fjords in the world and 
boasts 168 kilometres of superb scenery! Kangerlussuaq, 
the town at its eastern head, means ‘the big fjord’. 

DAY 2: QEQQATA KOMMUNIA  

There are a number of charming fishing villages along the 
west coast of Greenland. Depending on timing and sea 
conditions, we will call in at one of these communities 
to experience small town Greenlandic life, or we may 
navigate into the stunning fjords that line the coast. This 
is a day in the true spirit of expedition travel and we will 
avail ourselves of any and all opportunities that present 
themselves.  

DAY 3: NUUK  

Welcome to Nuuk, the capital of Greenland and the world’s 
northernmost capital city! Nuuk means ‘the headland’ 
and is situated at the mouth of a gigantic fjord system. 
Established as the  first Greenlandic town in 1728, Nuuk 
remains the bustling centre of the country today. We have 
the chance to spot humpback whales in the fjord, reindeer 

roaming the land, and birds soaring above. The town itself 
is home to the University of Greenland, a cathedral dating 
back to 1849, and Greenland’s National Museum. We’ll 
have a guided orientation of this bustling metropolis and 
an opportunity to visit the National Museum where the 
Qilakitsoq mummies are housed before free time to explore 
on your own. 

DAY 4: AT SEA — DAVIS STRAIT  

Our presentation series continues as we head across the 
Davis Strait towards landfall in Canada. While out on deck 
keep your eyes peeled for minke and humpback whales 
(and other marine mammals), as well as the seabirds that 
are sure to mark our passage. 

DAY 5: KANGIQSUALUJJUAQ (GEORGE RIVER)  

In the shelter of a commanding granite rock outcrop we 
find the easternmost community of Kangiqsualujjuaq. 
Twenty-five kilometers upstream from Ungava Bay, the ebb 
and flow of the tides define the summer lives of the people 
and fauna of this area. Arctic flora thrives in the protected 
valley. The traditional calving grounds of the critically 
declining George River caribou herd are nearby. After our 
welcome back to Canada, we will have the freedom to 
explore the community, meet with locals and strike out of 
town for a hike on the tundra. 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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DAYS 6–8: TORNGAT MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK 

The Torngat Mountains have been home to Inuit and their 
predecessors for millennia, with archaeological evidence 
reaching back almost 7,000 years. The fjords here reach 
deep into the heart of the mountains, bounded by cliffs 
peaking at 1,700 metres, the highest point of land in 
Labrador. The rugged, spectacular beauty of the Torngat 
Mountains underscores their role as the spiritual homeland 
of Nunatsiavut.  

The Torngat Mountains comprise some of the oldest rocks 
on the planet and provide some of the best exposure of 
geological history. Polar bears, caribou, falcons, and eagles 
are among the species hardy enough to make their homes 
here. We’ll spend our time here getting out on the land 
for hikes, searching for wildlife, visiting archaeological 
sites, and Zodiac cruising through some of Canada’s most 
dramatic landscapes. 

DAY 9: HEBRON 

In a highly controversial move, the former Moravian 
Mission station dating from the 1830s was abandoned 
in 1959 with the departure of the Moravians, forcing 
the relocation of the Inuit who resided there. In 2005, 
Newfoundland and Labrador Premier Danny Williams 
apologized to people affected by the relocations. In August 
of 2009, the provincial government unveiled a monument 
at the site of Hebron with an inscribed apology for the site 

closure. Today, some of the buildings at Hebron are being 
repurposed as a cultural interpretation centre and it is 
these buildings that we will be visiting. They form a lonely 
monument to the cultural past of the area, with hopes for 
the future of Nunatsiavut.  

DAY 10: NAIN  

Today we explore the vibant Inuit community of Nain. The 
administrative capital of Nunatsiavut Nain is the most 
northerly community in Labrador. We'll visit the Moravian 
Church, the Nunatsiavut Building with its Labradorite stone 
and the newly finished Torngâsok Cultural Centre. Local 
leaders will share the fascinating history of the township, 
and we will have a chance to visit with the community.  

DAY 11-12: LABRADOR COAST  

The lower Labrador coast boasts five of Labrador’s ten 
provincial eco-regions, including coastal barrens, high 
subarctic tundra, high boreal forest, mid boreal forest, 
and string bog. The Mealy Mountain range in this area 
reaches heights of more than 1,000 metres. A significant 
portion of the mountain range and surrounding area has 
been designated a National Park Reserve,  a move which 
follows lobbying for the preservation of the area since 
the early 1970s. Our intent is to land our Zodiacs at the 
Wonderstands, a stunning 56 kilometer stretch of beach, 
referenced in Viking sagas. 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



DAY 13: L’ANSE AUX MEADOWS  

A UNESCO World Heritage Site and National Historic 
site, L’Anse aux Meadows is the only authenticated Norse 
settlement in North America. The archaeological remains 
found here in 1960 date to approximately 1000 AD. 
Amazingly, the location of the ruins was first established by 
a close reading of the Viking sagas.  

Today, a superb interpretive centre and reconstructions 
of the several Norse-style sod buildings make L’Anse aux 
Meadows a must-see for any visitor to Newfoundland.  

DAY 14: TERRA NOVA NATIONAL PARK 

Today we call in at Newfoundland and Labrador's first 
national park, Terra Nova, located in beautiful Bonavista 
Bay. Our approach course will wind through the small 
islands that do the route and the occasional icebergs that 
drift in from the Atlantic. Once ashore, we have a variety of 
hiking opportunities in the park, where we hope to observe 
some of the black bears, osprey and moose that call the 
park home. 

DAY 15: ST. JOHN’S, NL  

Sailing into St. John’s has to be experienced to be believed; 
Signal Hill keeps watch over the world-famous Narrows 
where icebergs are frequently seen. The bustling city of St. 
John's with its colourful houses and steep streets makes a 
spectacular backdrop to the legendary rot where we will 
bring our journey to a close.
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FALKLANDS, SOUTH GEORGIA, & ANTARCTICA
PUERTO MADRYN TO USHUAIA ABOARD THE HEBRIDEAN SKY 
OCTOBER 29 – NOVEMBER 19, 2017



Join us as we explore the some of the routes and landings of 
Shackleton’s epic adventure. From the tip of Tierra del Fuego, 
to the Falkland Islands, the South Orkneys, South Georgia, and 
the Antarctic continent, this is a trip like no other. We'll revisit 
portions of Shackleton's South Georgia Island trek, and pay our 
respects at his grave in Grytviken. Wildlife on these islands is 
almost beyond belief. We'll encounter albatross, sea elephants, 
fur and leopard seals, whales galore, and literally millions of 
penguins. For the truly adventurous traveller, Antarctica is the 
ultimate destination. In October and November, the pack ice 
begins to break up, and the landscape is pristine with plenty of 

fresh snow. It’s mating season for the penguins and other birds. 
Adélie, Chinstrap and Gentoo penguins and other seabirds return 
to their breeding sites. You’re likely to witness courtship displays, 
nest building and egg tending. In South Georgia, elephant seals 
and fur seals are mating, and king penguins are laying their 
eggs. Parents can be seen “carrying” eggs on their feet so that one 
parent can shuffle around the colony while the other adult goes 
out to sea to feed.

Join us for this once-in-a-lifetime journey to the great southern 
continent!
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ANTARCTICA

SOUTH 
AMERICA

South 
Georgia

Antarctic 
Peninsula

South 
Shetlands

Ushuaia

Falkland 
Islands

Puerto 
Madryn

DRAKE PASSAGE

2017 PROPOSED ITINERARY 

Day 1: Puerto Madryn 

Day 2: Embarkation 

Day 3–4: Southern Ocean 

Day 5:  West Falklands 

Day 6:  Stanley, East Falkland  

Day 7–8: Southern Ocean 

Day 9–12: South Georgia 

Day 13–14: Scotia Sea  

Day 15–18: Antarctic Peninsula and 
South Shetland Islands 

Day 19–20: Drake Passage 

Day 21: Ushuaia disembarkation

HIGHLIGHTS

• Cross the mighty southern
continent off your bucket list

• Walk in Shackleton’s footsteps

• Visit a pub in the Falkland Islands

• See scientists at work at an
Antarctic research base

•  Walk with king penguins in South
Georgia

• Experience the teeming wildlife of
the islands of the Southern Ocean

• See the Antarctic ice first-hand with
our expert Zodiac drivers

• Enjoy views of tabular icebergs of
epic scale

• Zodiac cruise spectacular bays
looking for orca, minke, and
humpback whales

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow 
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, animal safety, and unforeseen conditions will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader will determine our exact route day by day.
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DETAILED ITINERARY

DAY 1: PUERTO MADRYN 

Located in the Patagonian province of Chubut, Puerto 
Madryn is one of Argentina's fastest growing cities and 
the gateway to the Peninsula Valdés. Puerto Madryn is a 
popular resort destination for wildlife excursions; visit a 
sea lion colony, or take a whale watching trip to view the 
southern right whales; watch for nesting cormorants and 
magnificent elephant seals, or experience a walk through a 
colony of Magellanic penguins and myriad species of native 
seabirds.  

DAY 2: EMBARKATION 

After arriving at the ship in the afternoon, you will be 
greeted by our Expedition Team and ship's officers at a 
safety and orientation briefing, followed by the Captain's 
welcome dinner. Then, watch the city lights fade in the 
fresh night air as we sail seaward. 

DAY 3-4: SOUTHERN OCEAN 

Among the wildlife spotting opportunities as we sail south 
are the albatrosses, prions, and petrels that frequently 
follow the ship. Our Expedition Team will be out on deck as 
well, looking for the whales and dolphins that may also be 
seen in the area. Our experts will begin the presentations 
with informative and entertaining talks on the wildlife, 

history, and geology of The Falkland Islands and Southern 
Ocean. Helpful briefings on environmental regulations 
and expedition safety will also be held in the comfortable 
lounge. 

DAY 5: WEST FALKLANDS  

The westernmost settled outposts in the Falklands are 
remote farms that have been family-owned for six and 
seven generations. The sheep graze alongside albatross 
colonies and rockhopper, king, and Magellanic penguin 
rookeries while striated caracaras patrol overhead and 
upland geese graze at the water's edge. A visit to one of 
these homesteads often includes an invitation for cakes 
and a cup of tea. 

DAY 6: STANLEY, EAST FALKLAND 

Chosen for its sheltered harbor and access to abundant 
fresh water and peat for fuel, Stanley is easy to discover on 
foot as most shops and services are centered on the port. 
The museum, the post office (featuring first-day covers), 
plenty of shops with locally made wool items, and Stanley's 
lively pubs will all be available. It is possible to experience 
the wildlife of the Falklands from the town including sea 
lions and Peale's and Commerson's dolphins in the harbor 
or bird life in nearby Gypsy Cove. 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.
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DAY 7-8: SOUTHERN OCEAN 

There will be plenty of wildlife spotting as we make our way 
east across the Antarctic Convergence and officially enter 
Antarctic waters. Shipboard presentations will continue 
featuring the exciting history and abundant wildlife of 
South Georgia. 

DAY 9-12: SOUTH GEORGIA  

Its unique position inside the Antarctic Convergence 
yet outside the limit of the yearly sea ice makes this 
3,755-square-kilometere island home to tens of millions 
of breeding penguins, seals, and seabirds. Magnificent 
mountain scenery, glaciers galore, a rugged coastline 
punctuated with castellate and tabular icebergs, a rich 
historical narrative, and an astounding array of wildlife 
are all available to us as we travel down South Georgia's 
leeward coast. Landing sites feature huge elephant seals, 
aggressive fur seals, macaroni penguins, albatross, petrels, 
skuas, and gulls. King penguins—from fuzzy little chicks to 
fattened adults—can be seen in the hundreds of thousands. 
We will visit historic Grytviken whaling station, home of the 
whaling museum, Norwegian seaman's church, the active 
British Antarctic Survey station plus the tiny graveyard 
where the great Antarctic explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton is 
buried. 

DAY 13-14 (NOV 10-11), SCOTIA SEA  

Heading farther south, we continue our informative 
presentations and wildlife watch as the icebergs become 
more and more plentiful. 

DAY 15-18: ANTARCTIC PENINSULA AND SOUTH 
SHETLAND ISLANDS 

The land of superlatives, Antarctica! Our Expedition 
Leader and Captain will create a flexible itinerary based 
on weather, ice, and opportunity. The route will stress 
the most scenic bays and channels of the Peninsula with 
stops at penguin rookeries, seal wallows, bird colonies 
and whale feeding areas as well as sites of historic and 
scientific interest. The trip may include picturesque Neko 
Harbor, sheltered Paradise Harbor, the humpback whale-
favoured Wilhelmina Bay, the wildlife-rich Errera Channel, 
the majestic Neumayer Channel, or the striking Antarctic 
Sound with its tabular icebergs. Experience the legendary 
beauty of the Lemaire Channel as the winter ice is breaking 
up. We may stop at an active scientific base such as Poland’s 
Arctowksi or Argentina’s Esperanza, as well as a historic 
outpost such as U.K.’s Port Lockroy, or the Nordenskjöld 
expedition remains at Hope Bay. Adelie, chinstrap and 
Gentoo penguins abound, and Weddell, crabeater and 
elephant seals are often found hauled out to rest, along 
with predatory leopard seals and the irritable Antarctic fur 
seal. Minke and humpback whales are frequent visitors in 
the late season and orca sightings are also common. 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is highly probable that weather, ice conditions, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow
us to travel this exact route. Our Expedition Leader and the ship's captain will determine our exact route day by day.



DAY 19-20: DRAKE PASSAGE 

We will continue our lecture series and wildlife spotting as 
we sail back to Ushuaia and reflect on beautiful Antarctica 
and its fragile future. We arrive at Ushuaia in the early 
hours of Day 21.  

DAY 21: USHUAIA DISEMBARKATION 

Morning disembarkation lets you catch a flight to Buenos 
Aires or stay in Ushuaia for more sights and adventure. 
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TANZANIA'S GREAT MIGRATION SAFARI
JANUARY 30–FEBRUARY 9 AND FEBRUARY 11–21, 2018

Experience the magnificent Great Migration of Tanzania in comfort and style on this one-of-a-kind adventure 
opportunity. Travel with expert regional guides and enjoy luxurious, rustic camps as you seek out the region's 
spectacular wildlife in daily safari excursions. This far-reaching adventure hits the highlights of Serengeti 
National park , Olduvai Gorge and the Ngorongoro region, celebrating Tanzania's legendary culture and wildlife. 
See unique and spectacular landscapes, and experience the incredible culture of Tanzania—and take in the 
sights and sounds from a hot air balloon! Join us as we explore the heart of Africa!

Priced at $8,995usd per person.

This is our proposed itinerary. It is possible that weather, wildlife, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow us to travel
this exact route. Our local guides will determine our exact route day by day.



TANZANIA

KENYA

 SERENGETI 
NATIONAL PARK

LOLIONDO

NGORONGORO 
CONSERVATION 

AREA

Arusha

Kilimanjaro 
International 

Airport

Eastern 
Serengeti 
EcosystemCentral Serengeti 

Nyumbia Camp

Southern 
Serengeti 
Nyumbia 

Camp
Olduvai 
Gorge

Ngorongoro 
Nyumba Camp

Ngorongoro 
Crater

Gibb's 
Farm

HIGHLIGHTS

• Safely camp right in the middle of
the wildlife

• Enjoy authentic interactions with
the local Maasai

• Experience the rustic luxury of
Nyumba camps and more

• See more animals than you ever
thought possible

• Access a private nature reserve
exclusive to our guests

• Visit National Parks, nature
reserves, the Olduvai Gorge,
the Ngorongoro Crater, and the
Ngorongoro Highlands

PROPOSED ITINERARY 

Day 1:   Arrival into Arusha

Day 2:   Arusha to Eastern Serengeti      
  Ecosystem

Day 3:   Eastern Serengeti Ecosystem

Day 4–7:   Serengeti National Park

Day 8:   Ngorongoro Conservation Area

Day 9–10:  Ngorongoro Highlands

Day 11:   Departure
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DAY 1 — ARRIVAL INTO ARUSHA

Arrive this evening into Arusha where you will be warmly 
welcomed. Transfer from Kilimanjaro Airport with your 
group.

DAY 2 — ARUSHA TO EASTERN SERENGETI 
ECOSYSTEM

Northern Tanzania is a relatively small area, so it only takes 
a brief scenic flight to bring you to a whole new world of 
cultural interest and natural beauty.  After a short flight 
from Arusha to the Eastern Serengeti Ecosystem, you will 
be welcomed by your guides at the airstrip. Your guide will 
give you a brief tour and history of the 12,000-acre refuge as 
you make your way to camp. Enjoy wildlife viewing along 
the way, one of the tangible results of conservation efforts 
in the area.

In the afternoon, we will enjoy wildlife viewing in the 
Eastern Serengeti Ecosystem before our official welcome 
dinner.

DAY 3 — EASTERN SERENGETI ECOSYSTEM

Out of some 800,000 Maasai who live in Tanzania and 
Kenya, the Maasai in the northern parts of Tanzania have 
perhaps maintained their traditional culture more than any 
other group. You will have opportunities to meet our Maasai 
friends nearby.

After a morning hike we will visit a community 
development project, featuring a school, teachers' housing, 
or medical dispensary to learn how tourism can impact 
the community in positive ways through collaboration and 
understanding.

After lunch, we will visit a Maasai boma and learn more 
about Maasai culture. After dinner we will get back into the 
Land Rovers for a night wildlife viewing drive.

DAYS 4 — EASTERN SERENGETI ECOSYSTEM TO 
SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK

From the eastern Serengeti ecosystem, we head into 
Serengeti National Park for more traditional wildlife 
viewing across the world’s most celebrated plains. Part of 
our visit will be to the Enjipai Women's Group, where we 
will meet a group of entrepreneurial Maasai women and 
learn about their crafts, their lifestyles and their community 
goals.

DAY 5 — SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK

While it is possible to spot all the Big Five animals on your 
trip, leopard and rhino sometimes prove difficult to track 
down as they are both solitary, reclusive species. Ultimately, 
however, wildlife viewing in the Serengeti will be nothing 
short of amazing. 

Our morning wildlife viewing in the Serengeti will be 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is possible that weather, wildlife, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow us to travel
this exact route. Our local guides will determine our exact route day by day.



nothing of marvelous as we traversing the plains just after 
dawn and through the morning hours. After a stop for 
lunch, we will continue the viewing of this wildlife-rich area  
into the afternoon.

DAY 6 — SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK

The most social of the big cats, lions live in groups called 
prides, comprised mostly of females and cubs and only 
1-2 adult males. We will have wildlife viewing en route to
your next camp, enjoy the journey as there will be plenty
to see along the way. After lunch, we will continue your
exploration of the Serengeti, with your guide's uncanny
wildlife spotting instincts leading the way.

DAY 7 — SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK

The Serengeti has become a household name largely due to 
film depictions of its migration. Often misunderstood, the 
migration is actually a year-round process involving over 
one million wildebeest and 200,000 zebra. 

Optional Serengeti Balloon Excursion: Those with advance 
reservations will have the opportunity to balloon across the 
plains during one of your mornings in the Serengeti.

Today, those not on the ballooon excursion will spend 
the whole day wildlife viewing. Your guide will point 
out hidden animals, like leopard hiding in a tree or lion 
concealed by tall grass. 
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DAY 8 — SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK TO 
NGORONGORO CONSERVATION AREA

Today we drive from the Serengeti to the Ngorongoro 
Conservation Area, cutting across the desert-like bush 
country before arriving at a range of hills that lead to the 
famous World Heritage site.

As you follow the meandering path out of Serengeti 
National Park, take in the gorgeous scenery and wildlife 
viewing before moving on to the next part of your 
adventure.

In the afternoon, we make a short stop at Olduvai Gorge, 
a deep ravine and site of ancient fossilized remains of 
animals and hominids.

DAY 9 — NGORONGORO CONSERVATION AREA TO 
NGORONGORO HIGHLANDS

Ngorongoro began as an experiment to mix wildlife 
preservation alongside human settlements. Today it has a 
delicate ecology in which cattle grazing, tourist activities, 
wildlife preservation, and habitat conservation must all be 
balanced. We will visit the Ngorongoro Crater, where you 
are likely to find an abundance of wildlife. To maximize 
your wildlife viewing time on the crater floor, enjoy your 
picnic lunch near a hippo pool.

In the afternoon, take a leisurely stroll on your own through 
the gardens at Gibb's Farm to stretch your legs. 

DAY 10 — NGORONGORO HIGHLANDS

While the Maasai are the most recognizable tribe in the 
Ngorongoro area, many other cultures have historically 
resided throughout the highlands. Most prominently, the 
Iraqw people settled around the highlands centuries ago. 
We will visit the home of Daniel Tewa, a charismatic local 
historian, storyteller, and respected member of the Iraqw 
people.

In the afternoon, we you will choose from a number of 
optional afternoon activities at Gibb’s Farm before our 
farewell dinner.

DAY 11 — DEPARTURE

Today we depart the highlands for Arusha, where, after a 
day of leisurely activities, you will catch your departure 
flight. A day room at the Mount Meru Hotel will be included 

This is our proposed itinerary. It is possible that weather, wildlife, and unforeseen circumstances will not allow us to travel
this exact route. Our local guides will determine our exact route day by day.
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In the spring of 2016 the Hebridean Sky, underwent a ten-million-dollar refit, making her one of the safest and most 
comfortable ships in her class. Formerly known as the Sea Explorer, she has always been known for her effortless elegance, 
impeccable service, and atmosphere of charm and camaraderie.  The Hebridean Sky continues that tradition today, 
while adding a host of new amenities—as well as state-of-the-art stabilization systems, fuel efficiency protocols, and 
communications systems. All suites and public spaces have been completely redecorated.  

The Hebridean Sky will be used exclusively for our Falklands, South Georgia, and Antarctica expedition.

YOUR EXPEDITION INCLUDES 
• One-night hotel accommodation in embarkation city
• Transfer from airport in embarkation city
• Transfer from group hotel to ship for embarkation
• Group transfer from ship to airport at disembarkation
• Shipboard accommodations
• All scheduled landings and excursions
• All meals on board
• Coffee / tea / cocoa 24  hours a day

• House wine / beer / soft drink with dinner
• Expedition jacket (yours to keep)
• A pair of boots for use during the voyage
• WiFi from the public computers in the library
• 100-minute  WiFi card (for use on your personal devices)
• Daily international news service
• All port and landing fees

THE 
HEBRIDEAN SKY SUN 

DECK

OUTDOOR 
CAFE

LIBRARY

THE 
CLUB

BRIDGE

OBSERVATION 
AREA

LOUNGE

RECEPTION

RESTAURANT

ZODIAC 
BOARDING 
PLATFORM

HOSPITAL

PENTHOUSE 
DECKVERANDA 

DECK
DECK 3DECK 2 PROMENADE 

DECK
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LIBRARY

DINING ROOMCLUB LOUNGE

CATEGORY 6  |  VERANDA SUITE

260 SQ. FT. including a 40 SQ. FT. 
balcony. Suites with private balcony and 
sitting area

CATEGORY 2  |  PORTHOLE SUITE

240 SQ. FT. Suites with porthole and 
sitting area.

CATEGORY 8  |  OWNER'S SUITE

385 SQ. FT. including 110 SQ. FT. 
balcony. Two room suite with sitting 
room and bedroom

CATEGORY 4  |  PROMENADE SUITE

220 SQ. FT. Suites with window and  
sitting area. 

CATEGORY 5  |  DELUXE SUITE 

240 SQ. FT.  Suites with bow & side 
windows and sitting area.  

CATEGORY 1  |  TRIPLE SUITE 

225 SQ. FT. Suites with window and 
sitting area. 

CATEGORY 7  |  PENTHOUSE SUITE 

 325 SQ. FT.  including  80 SQ. FT. 
balcony. Suites with private balcony and 
sitting area.

CATEGORY 3  |  WINDOW SUITE

225 SQ. FT.  Suites with window and 
sitting area.



The Ocean Endeavour is the perfect vessel for 
expedition cruising. Outfitted with twenty Zodiacs, 
advanced navigation equipment, multiple lounges, and 
a top deck observation room, she is purpose-built for 
passenger experiences in remote environments. The 
Ocean Endeavour boasts a 1B ice class, enabling her to 
freely explore throughout the Arctic summer. Launched 
in 1982, she has had numerous upgrades, most recently 
in 2016.

At 137 metres in length, the Ocean Endeavour has 
plenty of interior and exterior space. Ample deck space 
offers comfortable lounge chairs, a swimming pool, 
a sauna, and even a hot tub! The spacious interior 
allows for varied workshops and presentations to occur 
simultaneously.  

The three lounges aboard the Ocean Endeavour are 
optimal locations for seminars, events, parties, and 
conversation.

The Ocean Endeavour’s accommodations are stylish 
and comfortable. All cabins have private washroom 
facilities, a phone for internal calls, TV, and temperature 
control. There are a variety of cabin categories available 
ranging from 9–30m2  (90–300ft2).

The Ocean Endeavour’s crew is experienced and 
friendly.  The ship’s shallow draft and manoeuvrability 
allow her to access isolated fjords, bays, and secluded 
communities. Enjoy the class and comfort of a boutique 
hotel while venturing to some of the world’s last great 
frontiers aboard the Ocean Endeavour!

THE 
OCEAN ENDEAVOUR

© Dennis Minty
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YOUR EXPEDITION INCLUDES

Ashore:

• Introductions to local people and customs

• Sightseeing

• Museum entry, park access, and port taxes

• Access to pristine wilderness areas

• Zodiac tours and transfers

• On-site archaeological interpretation

• Community programming—local performances,
presentations, and demonstrations

• Rubber boots for expedition landings

Aboard:

• Educational presentations

• Interactive workshops

• Evening entertainment

• All shipboard meals, including on-deck barbeques
and afternoon tea

• 24-hour coffee, tea, and snacks

• Hors d’oeuvres and snacks during daily recaps

• 24-hour film and documentary programming in
cabins

• Fully stocked library

• Access to all ship's amenities, including
sauna, gym, pool, and hot tub

POOL DECK

POLARIS RESTAURANTCOMPASS CLUB
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DECK 4 DECK 5 DECK 6 DECK 7

DECK 8

DECK 9

POLARIS 
RESTAURANT

NAUTILUS 
LOUNGE

AURORA 
LOUNGE
AURORA 
LOUNGE

POOL

NAUTILUS 
LOUNGE

POLARIS 
RESTAURANT

MUD 
ROOM

MERIDIAN 
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GYM  
DAY SPA

GYM  
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COMPASS 
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GIFT 
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* Photos are a guide only; actual cabins may differ from those shown.

DETAILS

Type of 
vessel:

Passenger Cruise Ship

Year built: 1982: Szczecin, Poland 
(keel laid 1980)

Refurbished: 2001 / 2004 / 2010 / 2015 
/ 2016

Registry:  Bahamas

Length:  137 metres / 450 feet

Breadth:  21 metres / 69 feet

Draft: 5.8 metres / 19 feet

Ice Class: 1B

Main Engines: 4 x Skoda Sulzer 
6ZL40/48

Propellers:  2 x variable pitch 
propellers

Stabilizers: Gyrofin stabilizers

Bow-thruster: 600 kW / 800 hp

CABIN CATEGORIES
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CATEGORY 1  |  QUAD

Deck four: Interior cabin, four 
lower berths, private bath (separate 
shower room and powder room) — 
approx.  240 sq. ft.

CATEGORY 5  |  MAIN TWIN

Deck five: Picture window, 
unobstructed view; two lower 
berths, private bath — approx. 
115 sq. ft.

CATEGORY 4  |  EXTERIOR TWIN

Deck four: Porthole window, 
unobstructed view; two lower 
berths, private bath — approx.  
100 sq. ft. (Twin) / 90 sq. ft. (Single)

CATEGORY 8  |  SUPERIOR TWIN

Deck five: (two picture windows, 
unobstructed view; two lower berths, 
sitting area — approx. 210 sq. ft.), deck 
seven forward: (forward-facing picture 
windows, unobstructed; queen bed, 
private bath with full tub — approx. 180 
sq. ft.), deck seven midship: (picture 
windows, partial obstruction; queen 
bed — approx. 190 sq. ft.)  private bath, 
refrigerator

CATEGORY 10   |   SUITE

Deck seven: forward-
facing picture windows, 
unobstructed view; queen 
bed, private bath with full 
tub, refrigerator — approx. 
310 sq. ft.

CATEGORY 3   |  INTERIOR TWIN

Deck five: Interior cabin, two lower 
berths, private bath — approx. 125 
sq. ft. (twin) / 110 sq. ft. (single)

CATEGORY 7  |  SELECT TWIN

Deck five: (picture windows, 
unobstructed view; two lower 
berths, approx. 190 sq. ft.) and  
deck eight: (oversize windows, 
partial obstruction queen bed — 
approx. 145 sq. ft.) private bath, 
refrigerator 

DECK 8 PICTUREDDECK 7 PICTURED

DECK 4 PICTURED

CATEGORY 9  |  JUNIOR SUITE

Deck five: (picture windows, 
unobstructed view; queen bed, sitting 
area — approx. 270 sq. ft.), deck seven 
forward: (forward-facing picture 
windows, unobstructed; queen bed, 
private bath with full tub, sitting area 
— approx. 290 sq. ft) private bath, 
refrigerator

CATEGORY 2  |  TRIPLE

Deck four: Interior cabin, three 
lower berths, two private baths — 
approx. 200 sq. ft.

CATEGORY 6  |  COMFORT TWIN

Deck four: (two porthole windows, unobstructed view;  two lower berths — 
approx. 175 sq. ft.), deck seven: (picture window, partial obstruction; two lower 
berths — approx. 135 sq. ft.), and deck eight: (picture windows, obstructed 
view; queen bed — approx. 160 sq. ft.) private bath, refrigerator 

CATEGORY 6  |  SITTING AREA



Adventure Canada is celebrating thirty years of exploring 
the world’s wildest and most remote places in comfort 
and style aboard our ice-class expedition vessels—an 
experience not offered by giant cruise ships. Here’s why 
our small ships make all the difference:

1. More Up-Close Encounters — Because of their
maneuverability and shallow drafts, small ships can
navigate narrow rivers, secluded coves, and ice-strewn
fjords with ease. These are the places where wildlife thrives
and local culture is at its best!

2. Smaller Groups — With small ships come small group
sizes, fast shore transfers, and intimate presentations.
Small groups mean flexible itineraries, adaptable
responses to wildlife sightings, and personalized
programming. With an average of one staff member for
every eight passengers, our team is poised to help you
make the most of your shipboard experience.

3. Likeminded Travel Companions — Over the years, we’ve
found one common element among our guests: a thirst
for knowledge and adventure. Many of our passengers
form lifelong friendships and our trips are often the site of
reunions for people from all over the world! Small ships
encourage interaction and camaraderie.

4. Better Onboard Experiences — In addition to a full
onboard presentation and entertainment schedule, we
offer a wide range of lively shipboard activities. Guests
choose which elements of the program they want to
participate in—and we always provide options. A small
ship means community!

5. Authenticity — Forget casinos and shopping malls;
small ship cruising is about experiencing destinations up
close, with the help of regional experts. Local culture, art,
music, and knowledge thrive aboard a small ship, where
friendships form quickly and each expedition develops its
own living character.

THE SMALL-SHIP DIFFERENCE

© Michelle Valberg© Jerry Kobalenko
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Once again in 2017, we will be 
aboard the Ocean Endeavour for 
our summer season. This ship is 
designed for passenger comfort, and 
ice-strengthened for safety in Arctic 
waters. 

The hardworking crew greatly 
enriches our onboard experience 
and understand the unique needs of 
expedition travel; they give their all to 
make your adventure perfect.

Life aboard an expedition vessel 
is fun, engaging, and exciting. We 
pride ourselves on an unparalleled 
mix of discovery, learning, and 
fun. Above all, our expeditions are 
adaptable. That means that you 

choose the programming that most 
appeals to you. With lively talks and 
presentations, trivia nights, evening 
concerts, sing-alongs, theme dinners, 
and dances, there’s certainly no 
shortage of things to do!

Join our expert resource staff 
for a variety of workshops, from 
photography seminars to print 
making to Inuktitut lessons. Had 
enough of talks and presentations? 
Head ashore and explore on your 
own with our fleet of Kona mountain 
bikes!

Enjoy the onboard spa, pool, and 
hot tub; get the blood flowing in 
the health club and gym; enjoy a 

therapeutic massage or a quiet sauna 
after a day out in the Zodiacs. Top it 
all off with unbeatable gourmet food. 

Stay up to date with the expedition 
goings on through daily multimedia 
recaps, and take a trip to the well-
stocked shipboard library for some 
informal discussion and personal 
reflection.

Travelling aboard the Ocean 
Endeavour is an experience like no 
other: all the comforts of a boutique 
hotel, at sea in some of the world's 
most remote environments!

LIFE ON BOARD

Photo credits: Michelle Valberg, Peter Croal, Jonathan Huyer
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BEARS OF CHURCHILL: TUNDRA BUGGY ADVENTURE
VARIOUS DATES OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 2017 — $5,799 cad PER PERSON BASED ON 
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY 

Home to the King of the Arctic—Manitoba’s polar bears—Churchill is also a hub of history and 
culture for the area. This unique adventure puts you up close and personal with the word’s 
largest land predator in its element and includes two days of Tundra Buggy excursions.

BAFFIN ISLAND FLOE EDGE: NARWHALS & POLAR BEARS
JUNE 15 – 22,  2017 — $5,295 cad PER PERSON BASED ON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

Camp in the Arctic summer at the edge of the Baffin sea ice for a wildlife-viewing experience 
unlike any other. Search for the enigmatic narwhal, the mighty polar bear, flocks of northern 
seabirds, and more amidst stunning landscapes while soaking up local Inuit culture.

POINT PELEE AND ALGONQUIN PARK
MAY 5 – 16, 2017 — $3,225 cad PER PERSON BASED ON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY 

Experience spectacular songbird migration through a series of expertly guided hikes and 
exploratory walks. Enjoy lakeside accommodation and spectacular Ontario wilderness 
throughout a week featuring striking flora and fauna and a vibrant palette of avian colour.

BEARS, BELUGAS, AND BLOOMS
VARIOUS DATES IN JULY AND AUGUST 2017 — $6,250 cad PER PERSON BASED ON 
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

Beluga whales by the thousands, colourful blooms erupting over the tundra, and you, soaking 
up the northern sun—how could summer get any better? Cruise the Churchill river by Zodiac, 
travel by dog cart through the boreal forest, and search for polar bears via Tundra Buggy.

SMALL GROUPS—BIG ADVENTURES

Contact us if you have any questions regarding any of these programs, 
and visit our website for more information.i



FREE SINGLE SUPPLEMENT!
For those travelling solo, we have a limited quantity of single cabins in category 
3 through to category 7. There is no single supplement fee for these cabins. 
Once these cabins are sold, the single supplement fee is 1.5 times the berth cost.  
This promotion is available on certain cabin categories—call for details and 
availability.

MULTI-TRIP PROMOTION 
Receive 10% off the berth cost of Arctic itineraries and 20% off the berth cost of 
East Coast itineraries when you book more than one voyage in a calendar year 
aboard the Ocean Endeavour with Adventure Canada!

SAVE 30% FOR 30 & UNDER 
Call us to inquire about our 30% discount on berth costs for travellers under 30! 
This discount cannot be combined with any other offers or discounts.

FAMILY-FRIENDLY
Kids four years and younger only pay for charter airfare—and kids two years 
and younger travel for free! 

© Dennis Minty

© Grant Stovel

SPECIALS & INCENTIVES

Please contact us to learn more 
about our specials & incentives!i

© Mike Beedell

The following promotions apply to voyages aboard the Ocean Endeavour



ALL PRICES ARE IN U.S. DOLLARS AND 
ARE CASH/CHEQUE DISCOUNTED 2017 EXPEDITION & BERTH PRICES

TRIP YEAR DAYS CHARTER 
FLIGHTS

CABIN CLASS CATEGORIES

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

NEWFOUNDLAND 
CIRCUMNAVIGATION

JUN 5 – 15, 2017

2017 11 — $15,195 $13,895 $12,595 $11,295 $10,095 $8,895 $7,695 $6,395 $4,995 $3,995

MIGHTY SAINT 
LAWRENCE

JUN 25 – JUL 4 , 2017

2017 10 $350 $12,195 $11,195 $10,195 $9,195 $8,195 $7,195 $6,195 $4,895 $3,595 $2,795

SABLE 
ISLAND

JUL 5 – 13, 2017

2017 9 — $11,295 $10,295 $9,295 $8,295 $7,295 $6,195 $5,195 $4,195 $3,395 $2,595

HEART OF 
THE ARCTIC

JUL 18 – 30, 2017

2017 13 $2,195 $15,595 $14,295 $12,995 $11,695 $10,495 $9,295 $8,095 $6,795 $5,395 $3,995 

DISCOVERY FEE $250 $250 $250 $250 $250 $250 $250 $250 $250 $250

OUR BEST PRICE GUARANTEE:
Should a lower price be offered on a trip you are already booked on, you are eligible for a price match.

Conditions apply. Please visit www.adventurecanada.com/guarantee for more details.
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TRIP YEAR DAYS CHARTER 
FLIGHTS

CABIN CLASS CATEGORIES

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

ARCTIC 
SAFARI

JUL 30 – AUG 10, 2017

2017 12 $2,195 $17,195 $15,895 $14,595 $13,295 $12,095 $10,895 $9,695 $8,395 $6,995 $5,995

INTO THE  
NORTHWEST PASSAGE

AUG 22 – SEP 7, 2017

2017 17 $2,395 $22,795 $21,295 $19,795 $18,295 $16,795 $15,295 $13,795 $12,295 $10,595 $8,995

OUT OF THE  
NORTHWEST PASSAGE

SEP 7 – 23, 2017

2017 17 $2,395 $22,795 $21,295 $19,795 $18,295 $16,795 $15,295 $13,795 $12,295 $10,595 $8,995

GREENLAND & 
WILD LABRADOR

SEP 23 – OCT 7, 2017

2017 15 $1,095 $16,395 $15,095 $13,795 $12,495 $11,295 $10,095 $8,895 $7,595 $6,195 $4,995

FALKLANDS, SOUTH 
GEORGIA & ANTARCTICA

OCT 29 – NOV 17, 2017

2017 21 – N/A N/A $26,995 $23,995 $21,795 $18,995 $18,495 $17,995 $16,195 $13,995

DISCOVERY FEE $250 $250 $250 $250 $250 $250 $250 $250 $250 $250

OCEAN ENDEAVOUR EXPEDITION COSTS INCLUDE:

*Passage aboard the Ocean Endeavour *Pre-departure materials
*Special access permits, entry and park fees  *Team of expedition
staff  *Applicable taxes  *Educational program  *Interactive workshops
*Evening entertainment  *Guided activities  *Sightseeing and
community visits  *All shipboard meals  *All Zodiac excursions
*Port fees

OCEAN ENDEAVOUR EXPEDITION COSTS DO NOT INCLUDE:

*$250 Discovery Fee  *Commercial & Charter flights  *Gratuities 
(suggested $15 usd per passenger, per day)  *Bicycle rentals *Personal 
expenses  *Mandatory medical evacuation insurance *Additional 
expenses in the event of delays or itinerary changes  *Possible fuel 
surcharges *Pre & post hotel accommodation  *Optional excursions  
*Additional costs associated with payments made by credit card
*Please see credit card rates on next page.

CALL, EMAIL, OR BOOK ONLINE
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DISCOVERY FEE

Each area we visit has rich cultural experiences and wild treasures to offer. 
As guests, we have made a point of sourcing and supporting local projects in 
the areas through which we travel. A contribution from each passenger, billed 
separately as the Discovery Fee, represents a portion of the money we donate 
to ensure the longevity and success of educational, environmental, and 
cultural initiatives in these regions. Our Discovery Fee is $250 usd per person 
for all shipboard expeditions.

PRICING

Rates are in U.S. dollars, per person, per voyage based on double occupancy 
except for C1 and C2, which are quad and triple cabins, respectively. Discovery 
Fee and charter/commercial airfare are not included in the berth price. Single 
occupancy cabins are available in select cabins on Ocean Endeavour. Please 
call for availability.  Single Supplements are available on our Antarctica 
voyage aboard the Hebridean Sky at 1.7 times the published rate. Please call 
for availability.

CURRENCY

Although we are a Canadian company, most of our operating costs are paid in 
U.S. dollars. For this reason all tour prices are in U.S. dollars. We will accept 
Canadian dollars at an incentivized exchange rate; please call for details. We 
are not responsible for bank exchange rates on credit card transactions. 

TOUR FARES

Published prices are based on exchange rates and tariffs in effect at the time 
of printing (December 2016) and are subject to change without notice. Once 
the deposit has been received changes will not be made to the base price.   No 
refund will be given if costs are reduced. The company reserves the right to 
amend all or part of any tour price for any reason including, without limitation: 
increased fuel costs, airfares, airport charges or increases in ground operator 
service fees. If the price increase is more than 7% (except increases resulting 
from an increase in retail sales tax or Federal Goods and Services Tax or 
Harmonized Sales Tax) the customer has the right to cancel the contract and 
obtain a full refund. Tour fees quoted are based on group participation. Prices 
are cash/cheque discounted, and in U.S. dollars. 

2017 CREDIT CARD PRICING IS AS FOLLOWS IN USD: 

Newfoundland Circumnavigation: C1 $4,155 C2 $5,195 C3 $6,651 C4 $8,003  
C5 $9,251 C6 $10,499 C7 $11,747 C8 $13,099 C9 $14,451 C10 $15,803 
Mighty Saint Lawrence: C1 $2,907 C2 $3,739 C3 $5,091 C4 $6,443 C5 $7,483 
C6 $8,523 C7 $9,563 C8 $10,603 C9 $11,643 C10 $12,683  Sable Island:  
C1 $2,699 C2 $3,531 C3 $4,363 C4 $5,403 C5 $6,443 C6 $7,587 C7 $8,627  
C8 $9,667 C9 $10,707 C10 $11,747  Heart of  the Arctic: C1 $4,155 C2 $5,611 
C3 $7,067 C4 $8,419 C5 $9,667 C6 $10,915 C7 $12,163 C8 $13,515 C9 $14,867  
C10 $16,219  Arctic Safari: C1 $6,235 C2 $7,275 C3 $8,731 C4 $10,083  
C5 $11,331 C6 $12,579 C7 $13,827 C8 $15,179 C9 $16,531 C10 $17,883   
Into the Northwest Passage: C1 $9,355 C2 $11,019 C3 $12,787 C4 $14,347  
C5 $15,907 C6 $17,467 C7 $19,027 C8 $20,587 C9 $22,147 C10 $23,707   
Out of the Northwest Passage: C1 $9,355 C2 $11,019 C3 $12,787 C4 $14,347  
C5 $15,907 C6 $17,467 C7 $19,027 C8 $20,587 C9 $22,147 C10 $23,707 
Greenland & Wild Labrador:  C1 $5,195 C2 $6,443 C3 $7,899 C4 $9,251  
C5 $10,499 C6 $11,747 C7 $12,995 C8 $14,347 C9 $15,699 C10 $17,051 
Antarctica: C1 $14,555 C2 $16,843 C3 $18,715 C4 $19,235  
C5 $19,755 C6 $22,667 C7 $24,955 C8 $28,075

PAYMENT POLICY

A deposit of $1,000 usd per person per trip is required upon booking to 
confirm participation. The balance of the payment is required 120 days prior 
to your departure date. The Company reserves the right to cancel reservations 
if payments are not received in time. Prices are cash/cheque discounted, if you 
wish to pay by credit card please refer to our credit card pricing. Please make 
cheques payable to: ADVENTURE CANADA. Please review our Cancellation & 
Refund Policy for a full outline of our cancellation terms.

As a registered Ontario company, we  are licensed to sell travel packages 
through the Travel Industry Council of Ontario. We are required to keep all 
customer deposits in Client Trust Accounts and may only use the funds once 
the trip has begun or to make a deposit to an operator on behalf of the client. 
Our Client Trust Accounts are reviewed by a CPA on an annual basis and 
regularly inspected by TICO auditors.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

TICO Reg# 4001400
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HOW TO REGISTER

To register for an Adventure Canada expedition, each participant must 
complete the registration form and return it to our office with a $1,000 usd 
deposit. THE REGISTRATION FORM IS DOUBLE-SIDED AND YOUR 
SIGNATURE IS REQUIRED ON SECOND PAGE. By returning the registration 
form and deposit, you are acknowledging and agreeing to the Terms and 
Conditions and Release required for participation on any Adventure Canada 
excursion. All cheques must be made out to Adventure Canada and MAY NOT 
BE CANADIAN CHEQUES MADE OUT TO usd; ask your bank for information 
on foreign currency. Full payment by credit card is subject to credit card 
pricing.

ITINERARIES

Weather, ice, and government regulations may necessitate changes to the 
itineraries and/or the cancellation of certain shore excursions. Every attempt—
within the limits of law, time, and safety—will be made to adhere to the 
itineraries described. There may be a planned alternate for your route: please 
inquire at the time of booking. In the event of itinerary changes, passengers 
are not entitled to any refund or other compensation. Should the tour be 
interrupted for any reason repatriation costs and expenses relating to prepaid 
travel expenses will be at the sole cost of the traveler. There will be no refund 
for any portion of the tour already taken. Adventure Canada recommends that 
the passenger obtains full travel insurance coverage and purchases refundable 
air/train tickets. Expedition fees are based on group participation. Should you 
choose not to take part in any activity or make use of services provided, no 
refund will be given. Vessels and dates are subject to change.

SINGLE TRAVELLERS

On the Ocean Endeavour, single travellers willing to share their accommodation 
will be guaranteed the published rate even if a roommate is not available in 
categories one through seven. There are a limited number of single-occupancy 
cabins available in categories three through seven with no single supplement 
charge. A single supplement charge of 1.5 times the published rate will apply 
when single cabins are not available. Single Supplements are available on our 
Antarctica voyage aboard The Hebridean Sky ay 1.7 times the published rate.

PRE-DEPARTURE INFORMATION

Prior to your expedition we will send you a pre-departure package including 
a statement of account, login details for your online profile, a handbook of 
practical guidelines, a briefing (on local history, flora, and fauna), a reading 
list, and packing suggestions.

ONLINE PROFILE

Adventure Canada collects personal information from our passengers via 
secure online account. You are required to provide select medical and personal 
information, as well as acknowledgement of select liabilities. Online accounts 
are established by booking reservations. This means that all passengers on 
a given reservation will have access to each others’ information. You will be 
asked to acknowledge this process on our reservation form by checking the 
box ‘I/we agree that all passenger details will be viewable by all persons on this 
registration/reservation’. If you prefer to have individual access to the online 
account please do not check this box on the reservation form and advise your 
Adventure Specialist by phone or email. If you prefer to provide your personal 
information to Adventure Canada by mail or fax, please contact us and we will 
send you paper copies. We ask that your personal information be completed 
at your convenience, but no less than 120 days prior to departure. You will not 
receive your final documents until these forms are completed and submitted.

PASSPORTS & VISAS

Passports are mandatory and must be current, with a date of expiry at least 
three (3) months after the trip’s conclusion. Participants are responsible for 
obtaining personal visas, passports, health certificates and other required 
documents and inoculations at their own expense. Entry to another country 
may be refused even if the required information and travel documents are 
complete.

ACTIVITY LEVEL

Adventure Canada expeditions are intended for people in reasonably good 
health. Zodiac cruises and transfer times can be lengthy. You must be able to 
climb stairs between decks on the ship. You must also be able to climb the 
external gangway stairs to transfer between the ship and the Zodiacs. Our 
guides and ship crew are available to assist you in and out of the Zodiacs, 
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both on shore and at the gangway. Adventure Canada expeditions may involve 
extensive walking in variable weather conditions over sometimes sandy or 
uneven terrain. Wherever possible on shore excursions, we break into smaller, 
guided groups according to interest and physical ability. This may mean one 
small group going off on a strenuous, two hour hike on steep terrain, while 
another explores the area in and around the landing beach, keeping to 
relatively level terrain and short distances. Generally speaking, once a few 
people are ready to return to the ship, the Zodiacs are usually available to take 
you back at the time of your choosing.

ZODIAC CRAFT

Zodiacs are the favoured means of transportation for all our expeditions and, 
indeed, wherever shallow waters and beaches ring the shoreline. They are 
stable, versatile craft that cruise at approximately four knots; in windy weather 
they can make for rather splashy rides. We therefore recommend wearing wet 
weather gear for Zodiac transfers. Life preservers are absolutely compulsory 
and will be provided. Zodiac landings will generally entail disembarking onto 
rocky or gravelly beaches. The beach landings may be wet, meaning that there 
may be some spray en route to shore, and that you may have to step into water 
up to 25 centimetres / 10 inches deep. Rubber boots will be provided.

MEDICAL FACILITIES

This expedition is intended for persons in good health. Passengers who 
are not fit for long trips for any reason, including disability, heart, or other 
health conditions, are advised not to join the tour. Should any such condition 
become apparent, we reserve the right to decline embarkation. Our vessel is 
not equipped to handle serious medical conditions. Medical and Emergency 
Evacuation insurance is mandatory. A ship’s doctor will be in attendance in 
the ship’s small medical clinic to attend to passengers’ basic health needs. 
If you require specific medications, please ensure that you bring a supply 
adequate to last you for the duration of the journey and take care to properly 
pack them to ensure safe transport. Once aboard ship, we will be travelling in 
remote communities where prescriptions cannot be replaced. There is a fee 
for consultation and treatment by the onboard doctor. Any charges will be 
debited from your onboard account. 

GRATUITIES

Our ships’ crew work hard to please, and tips are heartily appreciated. In 
fairness to all those who work together to make your trip enjoyable, tips are 
collected at the end of the voyage and distributed equitably among the crew. 
Although we leave tip amounts to your discretion, past passengers have 
asked for a recommended amount. We suggest a rate of $15 usd per day, per 
passenger. Gratuities will be automatically added to your shipboard account: 
you may advise the purser onboard if you would like to increase or decrease 
the tip amount. Adventure Canada staff does not accept tips.

AIRFARE

When purchasing your airline tickets to meet us at our point of departure, 
please ensure that they are changeable or refundable; Adventure Canada is 
not responsible for missed connections due to late charter flights or changes 
/ delays / interruptions in the ship’s intended itinerary and will not reimburse 
you for rebooking fees or new ticket charges incurred.
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PROVINCE / STATE: PROVINCE / STATE:

POSTAL CODE: POSTAL CODE:

WORK / MOBILE: WORK / MOBILE:

CITY: CITY:

COUNTRY: COUNTRY:

HOME: HOME:

EMAIL: EMAIL:

CONTACT

EXPIRY 
DATE:

CARD 
NUMBER:

CARD HOLDER’S SIGNATURE

STREET: STREET:ADDRESS

Visa

Mastercard

METHOD OF PAYMENT FOR $1,000 USD 
DEPOSIT PER PERSON TO HOLD SPACE:

FIRST:

DAY: DAY:

DAY: DAY:

MONTH: MONTH:

MONTH: MONTH:

YEAR: YEAR:

YEAR: YEAR:

FIRST:MIDDLE: MIDDLE:LAST: LAST:

NATIONALITY: NATIONALITY:

EXPIRY DATE: EXPIRY DATE:

ISSUE DATE: ISSUE DATE:

GENDER: GENDER:

COUNRTY 
OF BIRTH:

PASSPORT 
NUMBER:

PASSPORT 
NUMBER:

COUNRTY 
OF BIRTH:

SELECT PREFERENCES    DOUBLE      SINGLE      TO SHARE      SMOKER      NON-SMOKER

NAME OF 
CHOSEN TRIP:

HOW DID YOU 
HEAR OF THIS TRIP?CATEGORY:


EMERGENCY MEDICAL & 
EVACUATION INSURANCE 
IS MANDATORY FOR THIS 
PROGRAM

PLEASE PROVIDE A QUOTE FOR:
Emergency medical insurance              Cancellation & interruption insurance

Both of them / All-inclusive


SIGNATURE(S) 
REQUIRED ON 
REVERSE SIDE

PASSPORT

PASSENGER 1  (PLEASE PROVIDE FULL NAME AS IT APPEARS ON PASSPORT) PASSENGER 2  (PLEASE PROVIDE FULL NAME AS IT APPEARS ON PASSPORT)

BIRTH DATE: BIRTH DATE:

DAY: DAY:MONTH: MONTH:YEAR: YEAR:

PREFERRED NAME (IF DIFFERENT): PREFERRED NAME (IF DIFFERENT):
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+1-877-815-4327 
250-385-3001

Cheque Enclosed  
(please make cheque 
payable  to Far & Away 
Adventures)

IF YOU DO NOT REQUIRE INSURANCE:
I / We will provide Far & Away 
Adventures with our policy 
information

2017 REGISTRATION FORM
Please call to confirm availability before sending in completed registration form. Complete and sign both pages of 
the Registration Form and return with payment to: Far & Away Adventures, 2407 Bevan Ave, Sidney, BC, V8L 0C3 
Canada



TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND PASSAGE CONTRACT TICKET
These Terms and Conditions and Passage Contract Ticket (“terms and conditions”) are entered into between 
750207 Ontario Inc., operating as Adventure Canada (Ontario Registration Nos. 0400 1400 / 5002 1860) (“Adventure 
Canada”) and the passenger (as detailed on the Registration Form).

Adventure Canada is a sub-charterer of the Ocean Endeavour from Endeavour Partners Ltd. (“carrier”). These 
terms and conditions shall serve as the Passage Contract Ticket in use by the carrier, which is the standard 
passenger contract and liability waiver of the vessel mentioned herein. In accepting these terms and conditions, the 
passenger is agreeing 
that these terms and conditions shall also serve as the Passage Contract Ticket. Adventure Canada is a wholesaler 
of the Hebridean Sky. You will receive a separate Passage Contract Ticket upon booking our Antarctic 
Expedition.  

RELEASE AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

The passenger hereby agrees to these terms and conditions and in consideration of the services and arrangements 
provided by Adventure Canada, further agrees that neither Adventure Canada nor its owners, officers, directors, 
agents, contractors (including, without limitation, the carrier) and employees shall have any liability or 
responsibility whatsoev-er for damages to or loss of property, loss of services, or injury or wrongful death or any 
other loss, expense, damage, delay or inconvenience which may be sustained or which may be incurred by reason 
of, or while engaged on, any Adventure Canada tour, whether due to Adventure Canada or the carrier’s ownership, 
maintenance, use, operation or control of any manner of conveyance used in carrying out the tour; (ii) the use of 
transportation or other services of carrier, owners, operators, or public carriers for whom Adventure Canada acts 
only as agent and for whom Adventure Canada is not responsible; (iii) passenger’s lack of proper travel 
documentation (such as visas, passports, etc.); (iv) any act, omission or event occurring during the time that 
passengers are not aboard Adventure Canada carriers or convey-ances; (v) any act of war, insurrection, revolt or 
other civil uprising or military action occurring in the countries of origin, destination or passage, or changes caused by 
sickness, weather, strike, quarantine or other causes beyond the control of Adventure Canada or carrier or (vi) 
defects or failures of any aircraft, vessel, automotive vehicle or other equipment or instrumentality under the 
control of independent suppliers. If for any reason, Adventure Canada is ever found liable for any matter, 
Adventure Canada’s maximum liability, for any reason whatsoever, will be limited to the amount paid to Adventure 
Canada for its services. Without limitation, Adventure Canada is not responsible for any negligent acts, or acts 
which are beyond its control, including but not limited to acts of God or force majeure, weather emergencies, 
breakdown, or failure of diving or mechanical equipment, government actions, inclement weather, sickness, 
attacks by animals, availability of medical care or the adequacy of the same, criminal activity of any kind, terrorism, 
war, civil disturbance, sanitary conditions, quality or sanitation of food, quarantine, customs, 
regulations, epidemics, strikes, hotel overbooking, safety and/or security standards at hotels or other 
accommodations, or for any other reason beyond the control of Adventure Canada. 

The passenger hereby waives any claim it may have against Adventure Canada, its owners, officers, directors, 
agents, contractors (including, without limitation, the carrier) and employees for any such damage, loss or injury. 
Adventure Canada acts only as agent for all services described herein. Adventure Canada and its sponsoring 
organizations do not assume any responsibility or liability whatsoever for any claims, damages, expenses or other 
financial loss related to the operation of this tour.  

The passenger specifically understands and agrees that the passenger is releasing, discharging and waiving any 
claims or actions that the passenger may have presently or in the future for the negligent acts or conduct of 
Adventure Can-ada, its owners, directors, officers, employees, agents, contractors (including, without limitation, the 
carrier) and/or employees.

Regardless of the situation or circumstances giving rise to a claim, the passenger waives any right to seek indirect, spe-
cial, consequential, punitive or exemplary damages against Adventure Canada, its owners, officers, directors, agents, 

contractors (including, without limitation, the carrier) and employees, for any reason whatsoever.

On tours which neither embark, disembark nor call at any port in the United States, Adventure Canada and the carrier 
shall be entitled to any and all liability limitations, immunities and rights applicable to it under the “Athens 
Convention Relating to the Carriage of Passengers and their Luggage by Sea” of 1974, as well as the “Protocol to 
the Athens Convention Relating to the Carriage of Passengers and their Luggage by Sea” of 1976 (“Athens 
Convention”). The Athens Convention limits the carrier’s liability for death or personal injury to a passenger to no more 
than 46,666 special drawing rights as defined therein (approximately U.S. $70,000). In addition, and on all other tours, 
all the exemptions from and limitations of liability provided in or authorized by the laws of the United States 
(including title 46, United States Code Sections 30501 through 30509 and 30511) will apply. 

In case of a medical problem arising during the voyage, either on board or on shore, which results in costs for evac-
uation, use of aircraft or repatriation, the responsibility for payment of these costs belongs solely to the passenger.

COMPENSATION
Compensation for personal injury is limited in accordance with the provisions of any applicable International Conven-
tions. These include, for example, in the course of road travel, air travel, rail travel, sea travel, or hotel accommodation 
and are limited to the provisions of, respectively, the Geneva Convention 1973, the Warsaw Convention as amended 
by the Hague Protocol 1955, the 1961 Berne Convention, the 1974 Athens Convention and the 1962 Paris Convention.

EXPRESS ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY/PARTICIPATION
The passenger hereby certifies that he/she does not have a mental, physical, or other condition or disability that would 
create a hazard for him/her or other passengers. The passenger agrees to honestly complete the personal information 
request from Adventure Canada via its website or by requesting paper copies, prior to departure. Adventure Canada 
re-serves the right to request further information from the passenger’s physician. The passenger clearly understands 
that the liability of Adventure Canada is definitively limited as aforesaid. The passenger has carefully read the 
terms and conditions set out herein as well as the materials regarding the tour provided by Adventure Canada and is 
aware that such tour involves the risk of personal injury or death and damage or loss of property. The passenger also 
acknowledges that risk and dangers may be caused by the negligence of Adventure Canada, its owners, directors, 
employees, con-tractors, officers or agents or the negligence or participation of other participants. The passenger 
acknowledges that risk and dangers may arise from foreseeable and unforeseeable causes, including weather and 
other acts of nature. The passenger acknowledges that the aforementioned risks, dangers and hazards are a 
potential in connection with recreational activities which may take place during the passenger’s tour. In 
consideration of the benefits to be derived from participation in the tour, the passenger voluntarily accepts all risk of 
personal injury or death and property damage or other loss arising from participation on the tour and hereby agrees 
that he/she and his/her dependents, heirs, exec-utors, administrators, legal personal representatives, successors and 
assigns, do release and hold harmless Adventure Canada and its owners, employees, officers, directors, agents, 
contractors, trustees and representatives from any and all claims, including claims of negligence, illness, personal 
injury, death or property damage or loss, however caused, arising from or related to this tour.  The passenger has 
read carefully these terms and conditions, and will abide by the conditions set by Adventure Canada and in the 
terms and conditions hereof or elsewhere published. The passenger affirms that he/she has not received or relied 
on any oral or written representation of Adventure Canada as a basis for agreeing to the release contained in these 
terms and conditions.

Adventure Canada and the carrier shall be entitled to inspect passengers and their luggage for security 
purposes and the passenger hereby acknowledges that this may involve a physical search of the passenger and/or 
his/her property.

Should any passenger not arrive on board the vessel at a scheduled time of departure, Adventure Canada shall have 
no liability for any delay or interruption in planned itinerary of the vessel and Adventure Canada shall have the right, 
but shall not be obliged, to continue with the cruise on its planned itinerary.

I / We understand that pricing is 
cheque / cash discounted and in USD. 

I / We understand that final payment  
is due 120 days before departure.

I / We agree that all submitted passenger 
details will be viewable by all persons on 
this registration / reservation.

I / We have read, signed, and agreed  
to the Terms and Conditions.

D A Y  /  M O N T H  /  Y E A RDATE:
SIGNATURE REQUIRED FOR PASSENGER 2SIGNATURE REQUIRED FOR PASSENGER 1
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return with payment to: Far & Away Adventures, 2407 Bevan Ave, Sidney, BC, V8L 0C3 Canada



CANCELLATION & REFUND POLICY
All requests for cancellations must be received in writing. Upon Far & Away Adventures receiving a written 
notice of cancellation at least 120 days prior to the scheduled date of departure, the passenger shall receive a 
full refund of its tour fees, less an administrative penalty of $500 usd per person. If a written notice of 
cancellation is received by Far & Away Adventures between 91 and 120 days prior to the scheduled date of 
departure, the passenger shall receive a refund of 35% of its tour fees. Please note that within the 90-day limit, 
all fees, deposits and tariffs re-ceived by Far & Away Adventures are forfeited. For these and other reasons 
mentioned below, passengers are strongly advised to obtain trip cancellation insurance at the time of deposit. 
No refunds shall be made to passengers who do not participate in any part of, or otherwise do not complete, the 
tour for any reason whatsoever.

DELAYS & INTERRUPTION
In the event of a delay, passengers will be responsible for all costs and expenses associated therewith, including, 
without limitation, any additional food, lodging, transportation costs, or charge fees resulting from such delay. 
Should the tour be interrupted for any reason repatriation costs and expenses relating to prepaid travel expenses 
will be at the sole cost of the passenger. There will be no refund for any portion of the tour already taken. Far 
& Away Adventures recommends that the passenger obtains full travel insurance coverage and purchases 
refundable air/train tickets.

INSURANCE
Due to the nature of the tour in which the passenger will be participating, passengers should have in place prior 
to departure, comprehensive insurance coverage including without limitation medical, emergency evacuation, 
trip cancellation and interruption, accident and baggage insurance. It is the responsibility of the passenger to 
secure insurance for the level of protection they desire.  Adventure Canada’s cancellation terms apply to all 

passengers. Emergency Medical and Evacuation Insurance is mandatory for participation in all Far & Away 
Adventures expeditions and may be purchased through Far & Away Adventures at the time of booking and 
onward. Evidence of policy documentation  will be required prior to embarkation. All passengers must carry a 
minimum of $75,000 usd per person emergency medical and evacuation coverage. This may not cover the full 
cost of a medical emergency. Additional expenses are the full responsibility of the passenger. Any losses 
sustained by the passenger as a result of the passenger failing to obtain proper insurance coverage shall be 
the sole responsibility of the passenger. For full coverage, including cancellation coverage prior to departure, 
passengers are strongly recommended to obtain travel insurance. As the passenger firms up their travel plans 
the passenger may insure additional trip related expenses (for example commercial airfare, accommodations, 
pre and post excursions and discrepancies in currency), please contact your client services specialist to do so. 

BAGGAGE
Baggage is solely at the passenger’s risk and expense. Baggage is limited to a maximum weight of 20 Kg or 
44 lbs for all excursions involving an Far & Away Adventures charter flight. Also, commercial airline luggage 
allowance differs from carrier to carrier; please check with the passenger’s airline for current standards and 
weight restric-tions. Excess baggage is not permitted on charter flights. Any excess baggage charges for 
commercial flights are the responsibility of the passenger. Passenger’s baggage is restricted to suitcases and 
hand luggage of such size and type as can comfortably and safely be stored in the passenger’s cabins. Cabin 
trunks are not acceptable and will not be permitted on board the vessel. 

IMAGES AND PRIVACY
On these trips Far & Away Adventures takes many photos, some of which are used for promotional purposes. 
If the passenger would not like photos which include the passenger to be used, please let Far & Away 
Adventures know in advance. Far & Away Adventures may also celebrate the passenger’s birthday or special 
events: please advise Adven-ture Canada if the passenger would like to abstain. 

EXCLUSIVE GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION 
These terms and conditions and any actions and proceeding brought hereunder shall be governed by the laws of 
the Province of Ontario and the laws of Canada applicable therein without regard to conflict of laws principles.  
Any action or legal proceeding to enforce any provision hereof, or based on any right arising out of, these terms 
and conditions shall be exclusively in the courts of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, and all of the 
parties hereto hereby consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts and of the appropriate appellate courts 
in any such action or legal proceeding and waive any objection to venue or jurisdiction in connection therewith.

Booking to 120 days prior to scheduled departure $500 USD Balance

91 - 120 days prior to scheduled departure 65% 35% 

90 days prior to scheduled departure 100%  0% 

CANCELLATION DATE PENALTY REFUND



SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS

+1-877-815-4327
250-385-3001

farandawayadventures.com


